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Abstract

Multi-element radio telescopes employ methods of indirect imaging to capture the image of the sky. These methods are in contrast to direct imaging methods whereby the image is constructed from sensor measurements directly and involve extensive signal processing on antenna signals. The Square Kilometre Array, or the SKA, is a future radio telescope of this type that, once built, will become the largest telescope in the world. The unprecedented scale of the SKA requires novel solutions to be developed for its signal processing pipeline one of the most resource-consuming parts of which is the correlator. The SKA uses the FX correlator construction that consists of two parts: the F part that translates antenna signals into frequency domain and the X part that cross-correlates these signals between each other. This research focuses on the integrated circuit design and VLSI implementation issues of the X part of a very large FX correlator in 28 nm and 130 nm CMOS. The correlator’s main processing operation is the complex multiply-accumulation (CMAC) for which custom 28 nm CMAC designs are presented and evaluated. Performance of various memories inside the correlator also affects overall efficiency, and input-buffered and output-buffered approaches are considered with the goal of improving upon it. For output-buffered designs, custom memory control circuits have been designed and prototyped in 130 nm that improve upon eDRAM by taking advantage of sequential access patterns. For the input-buffered architecture, a new scheme is proposed that decreases the usage of the input-buffer memory by a third by making use of multiple accumulators in every CMAC. Because cross-correlation is a very data-intensive process, high-performance SerDes I/O is essential to any practical ASIC implementation. On the I/O design, the 28 nm full-rate transmitter delivering 15 Gbps per lane is presented. This design consists of the scrambler, the serialiser, the digital VCO with analog fine-tuning and the SST driver including features of a 4-tap FFE, impedance tuning and amplitude tuning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This work deals primarily with the design of integrated circuits. The introductory chapter provides background information about radio astronomy, multi-element radio telescopes, radio interferometry and correlators. The chapter also presents motivations and the overview of this work.

1.1 Telescopes with multiple antennas

Radio astronomy is a field of science that deals with observations of space objects such as stars and galaxies in radio spectrum. There are different types of radio telescopes that can image these objects. Telescopes employ different imaging techniques depending on the number of antennas that they consist of: single-antenna telescopes measure the image directly and telescopes with multiple antennas calculate the image from the measured signals.

The two types of telescopes are related. For a single-dish telescope, the maximum angular resolution $\theta$ is limited by the effects of diffraction and is given by the following relationship between the wavelength of the observed signal $\lambda$ and the diameter of the dish $D$ [1, Ch. 6]:

$$\theta = \frac{\lambda}{D}. \quad (1.1)$$

Multi-element telescopes use signal processing techniques that allow multiple antennas to act as a single imaging instrument with the maximum resolution equivalent to that of a single-dish telescope the size of the entire antenna array [1, Ch. 9]. For example, antennas separated 10000 km apart can produces images as large as a single dish that is 10000 km in diameter. Thus, only a few antennas are enough to be able to generate a high-resolution image. Although increasing the number of antennas while keeping the same maximum separation does not increase the maximum resolution, using more antennas increases the total collecting area, which improves many other important characteristics of the telescope such as its sensitivity and the survey speed [2, Sec. 6.5].

The process of combining signals from multiple antennas to generate a single image is called aperture synthesis [1, Ch. 9], [2]. One of the key techniques of aperture synthesis is interferometry. The use of interferometry can be explained with the help of Figure 1.1 which shows a diagram of two antennas receiving signals from different sources. Although each antenna measures the sum of all signals, the distance that separates these antennas ensures that phase differences between these signals are different for different antennas. Interfering signals for every
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of two antennas receiving two signals. Although both antennas receive the sum of the two signals, the phase difference between these signals is different for different antennas.

an antenna pair allows the interferometer to extract this information and ultimately reconstruct the image. Modern telescopes use the cross-correlation operation for this purpose, which is implemented inside the correlator.

1.2 The correlator

The correlator produces a cross-correlation signal for every distinct pair of antenna signals. Every such pair is called a baseline. Every signal is also correlated with itself to produce an auto-correlation baseline. Since dual-polarisation antennas produce two signals, an array of \( N \) such antennas produces \( 2N \) input signals for the correlator. This amounts to \( (2N^2 - N) \) cross-correlation baselines and \( 2N \) auto-correlation baselines making the size of the correlator scale at least quadratically with \( N \).

The cross-correlation operation measures how similar the correlated signals are as a function of time displacement or lag. Time-domain correlation of signals \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) can be written as follows [3, p. 401]:

\[
(s_1 \ast s_2)[t] = \sum_{a=-\infty}^{\infty} s_1^*[a] \cdot s_2[a + t], \tag{1.2}
\]

where \( s_1^* \) is the complex conjugate of \( s_1 \) and the indices are time instances. In practice, sequence lengths and summation bounds are chosen to achieve a specific frequency resolution after the frequency transform. When correlating in frequency domain, the output for each frequency channel \( c \) can be written as a complex multiplication [4, pp. 46 and 243], [5, p. 219]:

\[
(s_1 \ast s_2)[c] = s_1^*[c] \cdot s_2[c]. \tag{1.3}
\]

Frequency channelisation itself is performed by the DFT; however, modern telescopes use more complicated frequency transformations [6].

The input into the correlator is in time domain, but for the purposes of imaging the output is required to be in frequency domain [7]. The correlator can then be thought to consist of two parts: the X part that performs cross-correlations and the F part that translates its input into frequency domain. Changing the order of X and F creates two basic correlator architectures: the XF correlator that cross-
correlates in time domain and the FX correlator that cross-correlates in frequency
domain. The idea for the FX correlator was proposed in [8]. When \( N \) is large, the
FX structure is computationally more efficient than the XF structure, which was
explained in [9] and [10] for its first implementation. Whereas both \( X \) and \( F \) are
proportional to \( N^2 \) in an XF correlator, only the \( X \) part is proportional to \( N^2 \) in an
FX correlator while the \( F \) part is proportional to just \( N \). This follows from the fact
that the \( F \) part processes individual antenna signals in the FX correlator rather
than the correlation signals for each baseline as in the XF correlator.

For each baseline, the correlator output consists of integrated data samples for
all \( C \) frequency channels. These data samples are called visibilities. Integration
is performed by accumulating the correlated samples \( T \) times for each frequency
channel of each baseline. \( T \) is called the integration count and is related to the
dump time of the correlator \( \tau \) and the per-signal sample rate \( B \) with \( T = \tau B \).

The planned Square Kilometre Array radio telescope [11] will consist of sev-
eral imaging instruments using multiple correlators with various parameters. For
example, one of the modes of the SKA Mid correlator will process 8-bit data and
will have the following parameters: \( C \approx 250\,000 \), \( N \approx 254 \), \( B \approx 1.4\ \text{Gs/s} \) and
\( \tau_{\text{min}} \approx 0.1\ \text{s} \). Other modes will use 8-bit, 4-bit and 3-bit data at different rates.
The first construction phase will see a smaller version of the SKA Mid built with
\( N \approx 190 \) and \( C \approx 65\,000 \) [12].

This work focuses on the architecture and implementation issues of the \( X \)
part of very large FX correlators when using very-large-scale integration (VLSI)
technologies. These apply to correlators the size of the SKA and larger.

1.3 Motivation

Advances in computing technologies are essential to advances in science. Radio
telescope interferometers are an example of this as their scientific capabilities
are often limited by the processing ability of their supercomputers. The future
telescope Square Kilometre Array is envisioned to be considerably larger in size
and science output than any of the existing telescopes such as the ALMA [13], JVLA
[14], ASKAP [15], MWA [16] or LOFAR [17]. This scale is set to create challenges
for the implementation of the telescope’s signal processing pipeline and especially
its correlator.

A comparison can be made between the SKA and, for example, the LOFAR.
The LOFAR consists of about 50 antenna stations, which makes it one of the
largest telescopes currently in operation. The SKA Low instrument will be making
observations in a similar frequency range but with about 1,000 antenna stations and
with higher sensitivity and survey speed [11], [12]. The large number of stations
alone will create more than a million baselines for the SKA Low’s correlator versus
only a few thousand for the LOFAR. This increase is a significant challenge for the
signal processing hardware as incremental improvements in computing technology
will not allow existing solutions to be simply scaled up by orders of magnitude [18].
As the number of antennas increases, the correlator’s processing requirements
experience quadratic growth and new methods and more efficient technologies
are needed to be able to meet the technical requirements of such future telescopes.

VLSI technologies deal with the creation of integrated circuits (ICs). Efficient
implementation of custom signal processing circuits and tight integration between
their various components can be achieved with application-specific ICs (ASICs).
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The desired functionality can be implemented exactly and with few compromises on an ASIC. For example, custom circuits can be made to efficiently handle large-scale 4-bit arithmetic, which may not be possible without purpose-built hardware. Moreover, custom circuits can incorporate specific optimisations that improve their performance characteristics in a particular use case when compared against more universal designs.

High research and development costs of ASIC design are often a concern. With the SKA expected to be in operation for many decades, most of the SKA’s costs are likely to be incurred during the operation of telescope rather than its construction. The higher costs of ASIC development are thus likely to be offset by the ASICs’ reduced power dissipation and increased performance. The combination of efficiency and long-term value makes ASICs a good fit for long-term projects with demanding technical requirements, yet little effort has gone into IC design for modern correlators in modern CMOS technologies. This makes ASIC design of correlator circuits a relevant research topic.

1.4 Thesis outline

The thesis is organised into six chapters. Chapter 2 presents custom 4-bit and 8-bit CMACs that have been designed in a 28 nm CMOS technology. The presented designs are thoroughly optimised high-performance circuits suitable for use in an ASIC correlator. The designs merge the carry-save adder trees of the multipliers comprising each CMAC to minimise the use of expensive carry-lookahead adders. The circuits employ the dual-edge-triggered clocking scheme to reduce the clock power dissipation.

Chapter 3 considers the common input-buffered FX correlator construction and proposes incorporating multiple accumulators in every CMAC to reduce the utilisation of the input-buffer memory by a third. In this chapter the CMACs from Chapter 2 are adapted to include three accumulators per CMAC. The performance characteristics of such CMACs are evaluated and compared to conventional one-accumulator CMACs and are found to be at least as good. The three-accumulator 8-bit CMAC exhibits reduced power dissipation within its multiplier circuits due to reduced input switching activity, which more than makes up for the increased power dissipation within its accumulator circuits. This reduction in the CMAC power dissipation is in addition to the reduction in the memory.

Chapter 4 continues on the topic of design of dual-edge-triggered storage elements that were used in the CMAC designs in Chapter 2 and adapted for the multiple-accumulator approach in Chapter 3. Five novel DET flip-flop designs are presented. The new designs are extensively evaluated in simulation and compared against a number of existing designs. The common features of these designs are the use of C-elements to reduce the energy dissipation due to glitches at the flip-flops’ data inputs.

Chapter 5 discusses the output-buffered FX correlator construction and presents the design of custom memory control circuits for the correlator’s output buffer implemented as a dynamic memory. The chapter includes the test report of their prototype that has been fabricated using 130 nm CMOS technology. This type of memory can be used in place of embedded DRAM to achieve much better timing and energy performance characteristics.
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Chapter 6 presents the design of the full-rate 15 Gbps transmitter circuit in 28 nm CMOS. The design uses the 64b/66b line encoding scheme. The circuit includes the scrambler, the serialiser, the digital VCO with analog fine-tuning, the driver and the ancillary circuits. The driver is of the Source Series Terminated type. The driver consists of five segments for each of the four taps of the Feed Forward Equaliser and the amplitude-tuning segment. The replica biasing circuit takes as its input the FFE, impedance and amplitude parameters and sets bias voltages for all driving segments. The impedance is additionally controlled by adjusting the termination resistor to achieve better linearity. DTSCR-based ESD protection is employed with an asymmetric T-coil. The design of the LVDS 315.25 MHz reference clock input amplifier is also presented.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and gives an overview of potential future work. The appendix contains two sections: Appendix A details the netlists of the multiplier designs from Chapter 2 and Appendix B includes the list of publications that have been based on the work presented in this thesis.
Chapter 2

Digital CMAC design

2.1 Complex multiplication and CMAC

Before the correlator circuits can be designed, their exact function needs to be ascertained. The key processing operation that the correlator performs is the complex multiplication as per the cross-correlation formula in (1.3). The complex multiplication of two numbers \( G = a + ib \) and \( H = c + id \) can be written as follows:

\[
G \cdot H = (a + ib)(c + id) = (ac - bd) + i(ad + bc).
\]  

(2.1)

The complex conjugate is applied to one of the numbers before the multiplication as per (1.3). This results in the following expression that the correlator circuits must implement:

\[
G \cdot H^* = (a + ib)(c - id) = (ac + bd) + i(bc - ad).
\]  

(2.2)

Although expressions (2.1) and (2.2) may look different at first glance, they are actually the same from the point of view of the implementation. This can be demonstrated by swapping the real and imaginary parts of one of the numbers before the multiplication:

\[
(b + ia)(c + id) = (bc - ad) + i(ac + bd),
\]  

(2.3)

which yields the same result as in (2.2) but with the swapped real and imaginary parts. Thus, the cross-correlation operation can be implemented with a regular complex multiplier with the outputs and some of its inputs relabelled as illustrated in Figure 2.1 in order to implement the complex conjugate.

The output from the complex multiplier is integrated using an accumulator. Strictly speaking, only the implementation of (2.1) along with an accumulator is a complex multiply-accumulator (CMAC). In this work the term CMAC is used to refer to the implementation of (2.2). This is justified because although (2.1) is mathematically different to (2.2), their implementations result in identical circuits only with different input and output port names.

The functional diagram of the CMAC processing circuits following (2.2) and including accumulators is shown in Figure 2.2. The CMAC design deals with the design of multipliers, adders and accumulator circuits with the multipliers being a major part of the overall design.
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Figure 2.1: A complex multiplier can calculate the cross-correlation without performing the complex conjugate operation explicitly. This can be achieved by simply relabelling the ports for one input and relabelling the outputs as explained by (2.3). In this case, the real and imaginary parts of the $G$ input are swapped.

Figure 2.2: CMAC functional diagram following (2.2) and including accumulators.
Figure 2.3: Example of how a signed 4b×12b multiplication can be performed without sign extensions. The two multiplication operands are $-6$, which is 1010 in 2’s complement binary, and $-1212$, which is 101101000100. The result is truncated to 16 bits.

2.2 CMAC multiplier design

A multiplier generally operates on two input numbers, or operands, to produce the result of their multiplication at its output. Common parallel multipliers work by generating partial products which are then added up with an adder tree. Partial products themselves are 1-bit multiplications of each bit of the first operand by the entire second operand. The correlator implements signed arithmetic and thus the design of 2’s complement multipliers and adder trees is of interest. One of the features of naive 2’s complement additions is that all addition operands need to be extended to the bit-length of the final result, which in the case of a multiplier adder tree is a significant overhead. This can be avoided by using the method first introduced in [19] which is now called the Baugh and Wooley multiplication method.

Figure 2.3 shows an example of how an adder tree of a signed multiplication can be done without sign-extending the partial products. The sign extension for each partial product is dealt with by adding a 1 at its MSB position, which has the effect of inverting the MSB and zeroing out the sign extension. These 1s are subtracted from the result, which explains the two leftmost 1s in the diagram. Adding 1s at MSB positions and subtracting them from the final result effectively removes the sign extension for the second multiplication operand. In order to remove the sign extension for the first operand (i.e., in order to not produce more partial products than there are bits in the first operand), the last partial product is subtracted rather than added. As the diagram illustrates it, handling partial products this way works out to the correct result. Although this exact method is not the same as the Baugh and Wooley multiplication algorithm, methods that use extra 1s and subtract some partial products are generally credited to them.

After partial products are generated, they are added up with the help of an adder tree. Common parallel adder tree construction methods include the Wallace tree [20] and the Dadda tree [21], which are both carry-save adder (CSA) tree variants. CSA trees work by adding up more than two numbers down to just two which are then added with a normal adder. Carry-save addition is attractive for adder trees because it is one of the constant-time addition methods whose delay depends only on the number of the addition operands rather than their bit-length [22]. The caveat is that the final result from such a tree is in the “carry-save” encoding which is a redundant encoding that is converted to the normal binary encoding using a standard adder. This work uses carry-lookahead adders (CLAs)
at the output of CSA trees to resolve the carry signals of the carry-save encoding instead of the more common but slower ripple-carry adders. The CLA structure was chosen not only because of its speed but also its versatility in designing adders of various bit-lengths using a common set of CLA circuits [23].

A CSA tree is constructed from full adders and half adders that reduce the tree in sequential stages. A full adder (FA) is a circuit that adds up three bits of the same weight and outputs their 2-bit sum in the form of the sum bit and the carry-out bit. A FA is also known as the 3:2 compressor since it reduces its 3 inputs to just 2 outputs. A half adder (HA) is similar to a FA but it only adds up 2 bits of the same weight to produce 2 bits at the output. HAs do not reduce the tree since they produce the same number of outputs as they have inputs. HAs can thus be thought to only redistribute signals between weights.

The Wallace and Dadda tree construction algorithms are the most famous methods of determining exact positions of FAs and HAs, yet numerous other methods exist. This work uses the method described in [24] and [25], which is essentially a variant of the Wallace tree method that strives to minimise the use of HAs in favour of using more FAs. This achieves an overall reduction in hardware without compromising on anything else except perhaps the regularity of the tree. The comparison of this method to the Wallace tree is shown in Figure 2.4 which contains dot diagrams of adder trees for the signed 8-bit multiplication. The notation that is used in this work is similar to notations from [26] and [27]: each dot represents a single bit; a hollow dot denotes an inversion on the given bit, which only happens for some bits in the first stage of the tree to avoid sign extensions; encirclements of three bits represent placements of FAs and that of two bits represent HAs. Each two- and three-bit encirclement creates a sum bit, or a single dot, at the same weight and a carry-out bit for the higher weight in the next tree stage.

Based on the theory introduced above, multiplier adder trees for the 4-bit and 8-bit CMACs have been constructed. As per (2.2), the CMAC produces two numbers that are the real and imaginary parts of the complex-valued result. Rather than constructing separate trees for each of the CMAC's four multiplications, which would produce a regular CMAC design with four multipliers, the two multiplications for each of the real and imaginary parts are combined together into a single adder tree. In this way, the two adder trees calculate the result of the complex multiplication directly without explicitly producing the results of any of the individual multiplications. This is more efficient considering area, timing and energy performance since fewer carry-resolution circuits of CLA adders have to be employed. Thus, each CMAC consists of only two adder trees, one for each of the real and imaginary parts of the output.

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show the designed adder tree diagrams of the 4-bit and 8-bit CMACs. The presented adder trees are human-readable illustrations. The netlists detailing the internal tree signals and FA and HA placements for both CMACs are given in Appendix A. The following sections present the implementation of these CMACs including the details of their digital circuits.

### 2.3 Design of digital circuit cells

All circuits have been designed using the high-performance GF 28HPP CMOS technology. The development has mostly followed the approach of building larger
Figure 2.4: An example of the adder tree design for the signed 8-bit multiplication using the Wallace tree (left and centre columns) and the tree method from [25] that is used in this work (right column). The Wallace tree uses 38 FAs and 15 HAs while the design method uses 39 FAs and 7 HAs. Symbol “● + ○” indicates the addition of two bits with a 1, which is a special case of a HA, rather than a FA.
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![Adder tree diagrams for the 4-bit CMAC for the real (left tree) and imaginary (right tree) parts of the result of the cross-correlation operation. Red and blue colour denote partial product bits from different multiplications.](image)

circuits from smaller circuit cells. Although a collection of standard cells is provided with this technology by a third party organisation, these cells have not been used in final versions of any design.

2.3.1 Adder circuits

The key building blocks of the adders used in this work are FAs and HAs. Their efficient implementation is thus key to the overall efficiency of any design that uses them. This is especially true for the FA cell, which is the most important cell of the adder trees.

Partial products are generated right before the adder tree. Their individual bits are $1b \times 1b$ multiplications of each bit of one multiplication operand with each bit of the other operand. A 1-bit multiplication can be implemented as an AND gate. However, the static CMOS circuit design style does not have an AND gate, only NAND. Simply inverting the output of a NAND to make an AND incurs a significant power overhead as the number of partial product bits is proportional to the square of the operands’ bit-length. Although due to De Morgan’s laws, the AND gate can be implemented with a single NOR gate as follows:

$$A \cdot B = \overline{A + B}, \quad (2.4)$$

the NOR gate is slightly less energy efficient than the NAND gate for the same timing performance, which is due to its use of larger p-type transistors. Thus, the simple NAND gate was chosen to generate “active low”, or inverted, partial products. Accordingly, all of the adder tree circuits have been designed to have
Figure 2.6: Adder tree diagrams for the 8-bit CMAC for the real (left tree) and imaginary (right tree) parts of the result of the cross-correlation operation. Red and blue colour denote partial product bits from different multiplications. The vertical lines for the output of the tree denote the placements of 4-bit and 5-bit CLA sections.
“active low” inputs and outputs. It can be noted that there is no difference between the “active low” and “active high” versions of the FA as simply inverting all values in its truth table [28, p. 119] yields the same table. The “active low” notation is still kept for the FA for the sake of consistency.

The schematic diagram of the FA that has been used throughout most of the multiplier circuits in this work is shown in Figure 2.7. The circuit uses the standard static carry generation circuit and a pass-transistor version of the 3-input XOR circuit shown in [29]. The XOR3 circuit construction is similar to CMOS pass-transistor and double pass-transistor circuit construction style of [30] and [31]. The use of unbuffered outputs from pass-transistor circuits actually complicates adder tree construction, because such an output should not be used as the input into the pass-transistor circuit again. Compared to the conventional FA circuit [32] shown in Figure 2.8, for the same number of transistors this design is inherently slightly faster as its critical path has fewer inverters.

The provided standard cell library includes several FA implementations that use two circuit topologies shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. Compared to the provided cells, the designed FA has been found to reduce the power dissipation of the adder trees in which it is used by more than 30% for the same timing performance. This has been found to be mostly due to the different transistor sizing approaches. The provided cells use transistors that are much larger than the optimal size from the point of view of the energy-delay trade-off in order to reduce circuit area. Even though transistors in these cells are large, certain routing techniques become possible with large transistors that reduce the space between n-type and p-type transistors thus reducing the overall area.

The designed HA circuit is shown in Figure 2.10 along with the provided standard cells. The designed HA has a shorter critical path when compared to the provided circuit. Just as the designed FA circuit, the HA uses a pass-transistor XOR to generate the sum signal.

Another important adder circuit is the CLA, which is used at the output of every adder tree and also in places where just two numbers need to be added. The CLA is the parallel adder structure introduced in [33] to speed up the addition of two numbers. The implemented CLA circuits include the partial full-adder (PFA) and carry-lookahead circuits constructed from NAND gates. Both the standard and
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![Figure 2.8: The conventional static FA circuit [32]. This is one of the structures that is used in the provided standard cell library.](image)

![Figure 2.9: A pass-transistor implementation of a FA. This is one of the structures that is used in the provided standard cell library.](image)

![Figure 2.10: The HA schematic diagrams of (a) the circuit that is used in the work and (b) the circuit from the standard cell library.](image)
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2.1 CLA adder design

Hierarchical CLA adder sections have been designed for the 4-bit and 5-bit CLAs. Although less common, 5-bit CLA sections give more freedom in the implementation of adders of various bit-lengths, for example, making it possible to implement a 20-bit adder as a two-level hierarchical CLA adder.

Transistors of the adder tree cells were sized to achieve the best power efficiency given the timing requirements. The cell layouts were created while following the technology manufacturability guidelines such as the recommended minimums for the sizes of various layout features, which is important for design robustness in advanced process nodes such as 28 nm. The example of a layout of an individual cell is shown in Figure 2.11 for the FA circuit of Figure 2.7.

2.3.2 Memory registers

Each CMAC is implemented as a two-stage pipeline. The first stage is the computation of the cross-correlation and the second stage is the accumulation. Registers are used in between the pipeline stages and inside accumulator circuits. Registers have been implemented using dual-edge-triggered flip-flops (DET FFs).

DET FFs achieve the same data rate as the more common single-edge-triggered (SET) FFs at half the clock frequency, which usually leads to reduced power dissipation of synchronous logic circuits [34], [35]. Although DET FFs are more complicated to handle in EDA tools than SET FFs, their use can easily be adapted to existing design flows [36]. CMAC circuits use a common design called the Latch-MUX (LM) DET FF [34], [37] which consists of two input latches multiplexed to one output. The LM FF is essentially a DET version of the common SET Master-Slave FF. A pulsed latch design similar to the ep-DSFF (EP) DET FF of [38] is also used on some critical paths to allow for dynamic time-borrowing as introduced in [39]. Time-borrowing is also known as clock stretching.

The LM FF is the main flip-flop that is used throughout the design. The circuit diagram and layout for the variant that is used inside accumulators are shown in Figures 2.12 and 2.13. Multiple implementations of this FF have been made

Figure 2.11: The layout implementation of the FA circuit from Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram of the LM DET flip-flop as used inside the CMACs’ accumulators.

Figure 2.13: Layout view of the LM DET flip-flop from Figure 2.12 as used inside the CMACs’ accumulators.

to fit in various circuits. These implementations have different driving strengths, set/reset configurations and different data input and clock signal buffering.

The other FF type that is used in the CMACs is the pulsed latch FF. This FF is essentially a latch whose transparency is controlled by the pulse signal. This FF possesses the “soft-edge” property, which allows it to capture its data input up to a certain amount of time after the clock transition. This additional time is used to effectively extend the evaluation time of critical circuit paths beyond the duration of the clock cycle at the expense of the following pipeline stage. In the case of CMACs, this technique extends the evaluation time for the complex multiplication at the expense of the accumulation, which increases the maximum pipeline frequency without having to increase the number of pipeline stages.

The pulsed latch FF design consists of two parts: the latch and the pulse generator. One feature of this FF is that the pulse generator can be shared among several latches, which improves the overall energy characteristics of the group of such FFs. Circuit diagrams for the pulse generator and the latch that are used in the 8-bit CMAC are shown in Figures 2.14 and 2.15 respectively. The design of
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Figure 2.14: The schematic diagram of the pulse generator circuit of the pulsed-latch flip-flop that is shared among several latches.

Figure 2.15: Schematic diagram of the reset version of the pulsed latch.

storage elements for the CMACs has spawned an effort to create more advanced DET flip-flops that are presented in Chapter 4.

2.4 CMAC implementation

Two CMACs have been created for the 4-bit and 8-bit input data. For the 4-bit design, the input data sample format is complex 8 bits (4 bits for each of the real and imaginary parts) and the output accumulation is complex 40 bits (20 bits for each part of the complex number) as is used in [40]. In the 8-bit design, the input is complex 16 bits and the output is complex 64 bits as is used in the SKA. The netlists for the adder tree circuits that detail internal tree signals and the placements of FAs and HAs inside the tree are given in Appendix A.

Figures 2.16 and 2.17 show the layouts of the implemented CMAC circuits for the 4-bit and 8-bit CMACs respectively. The circuit area for both designs is 1421 µm² and 3950 µm² respectively. Figures 2.18 and 2.19 show adder tree implementations for just the imaginary part of the cross-correlation operation of the two CMACs. In both cases the adder trees were designed in the shape of a triangle, which decreases local interconnect lengths despite potentially increasing the overall circuit area.

Post-layout analog simulations were performed to measure the performance parameters of the presented designs. Simulation parameters were chosen to simulate realistic worst-case performance. The simulation temperature was set to 60 °C. The input data was generated randomly to have 35% switching activity on every bit. In terms of timing performance, the two designs could safely operate at 2 GHz and 1.25 GHz for the 4-bit and 8-bit CMACs respectively. At 2 GHz, the 4-bit CMAC was found to dissipate 1.94 mW. At 1.25 GHz, the 8-bit CMAC dissipates 3.27 mW.
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Figure 2.16: Layout of the 4-bit CMAC.
Figure 2.17: Layout of the 8-bit CMAC.
Figures 2.18 and 2.19: Layouts for the imaginary part of the 4-bit and 8-bit CMAC, respectively.
Chapter 3

Multiple-accumulator CMACs for the input-buffered FX correlator

CMACs are used to implement the X part of an FX correlator. A popular architecture uses the input-buffered approach that reorders data from the F part for the convenience of processing in the X part. The F part naturally produces the entire spectrum of frequency channels for the time window on which it performs channelisation, yet a normal CMAC with a single accumulator can only integrate cross-correlations across time for the same frequency channel. This may create a need for an input buffer that can hold data samples for the entire period of the integration time and for all signals and the entire spectrum. This input buffer is also called a corner turner. The design of the corner turner itself is outside the scope of this work mostly because there is little that an ASIC implementation can bring to it since it only reorders data without performing any processing on it.

This chapter presents a new approach of using multiple-accumulator CMACs to reduce the utilisation of the input-buffer memory that is internal to the processing unit that contains such CMACs. In this chapter $\lfloor x \rfloor$ and $\lceil x \rceil$ denote the floor and ceiling operations respectively.

The chapter consists of five sections. Section 3.1 introduces the details of the considered architecture. Section 3.2 introduces the rules of grouping sub-integrations for multiple accumulators and explains the rationale behind reduced memory access. Section 3.3 quantifies memory access improvements. Section 3.4 presents and compares the designs of multiple-accumulator CMACs against the single-accumulator CMACs from Chapter 2. Section 3.5 concludes this chapter.

3.1 Architecture overview

The architecture for the X part of an FX correlator that is considered in this work was introduced in [18] as Architecture 2 and is further detailed in [40]. The architecture is intended for an ASIC implementation. The internal structure of one processing unit is shown in Figure 3.1. The main components are the input memory, the CMAC array and the two processing buffers. The input memory holds $2NT$ data samples for all $2N$ input signals, for one frequency channel and for all $T$ time instances that occur over the period of the integration time. The key parameters of this architecture are $n$ and $w$. Every $n$ input signals are grouped into...
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![Diagram of the internal structure of one processing unit of Architecture 2](image)

**Figure 3.1:** Simplified diagram of the internal structure of one processing unit of Architecture 2 in [18].

![Example of how a correlation triangle is split into SIs for w = 4](image)

**Figure 3.2:** The example of how a correlation triangle is split into SIs for the case of \( w = 4 \). Numbers represent the four signal sets. (a) shows how a full integration is first split into sections. (b) shows the final pattern of SIs after auto-correlation sections are paired together into full SIs.

A signal set, which amounts to \( w = \lceil 2N/n \rceil \) signal sets. Every \( n \) data samples read from or written to the memory for one signal set are referred to as a sample set in this work. Each of the two processing buffers (\( n \)-element buffers) holds one sample set. Each signal set is correlated with all \( w \) signal sets by using the \( n \times n \) array of CMACs which can perform \( n^2 \) cross-correlations in parallel. The CMAC array integrates correlations for \( T \) processing cycles. Every integration performed by the CMAC array is called a sub-integration (SI). An example of how a full integration for all signals can be split into SIs is shown in Figure 3.2. Auto-correlation half-SIs are paired together because the CMAC array can be processing two such half-SIs at the same time. In this architecture all SIs are processed in the same chip and by the same CMAC array.

The downside of processing correlations in this way is that each data sample is read \( w \) times from the memory because it is used in the computation of \( w \) SIs. My work [41] introduced the idea of using two accumulators per CMAC to reduce the number of memory operations in this architecture by pairing SIs that share at least one signal set. This chapter generalises and expands on this approach.
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The following sections detail how multiple accumulators per CMAC can be used to further reduce the number of memory operations and achieve larger power savings.

3.2 Grouping SIs for multiple-accumulator CMACs

During integration of a particular SI, in every processing cycle a one-accumulator array reads two sample sets which belong to the same time instance. For every new processing cycle, two new sample sets are read from the memory for the same two signal sets but for a different time instance. The array cannot switch to processing a different SI until it finishes the current SI and it thus has to read the same data samples again for all other SIs that correlate the same two signal sets with all other signal sets. The multiple-accumulator array can keep intermediate accumulations for multiple SI and can thus switch between different SIs in every processing cycle. The architecture of one multiple-accumulator CMAC with \( a \) accumulators is shown in Figure 3.3. Regardless of the number of accumulators per CMAC, the CMAC array can only process one SI in each cycle. The reduction in the number of memory read operations is achieved when the same data samples that have been read for the current SI in one cycle are reused for a different SI in the next cycle. Grouping SIs enables fewer memory operations per processing operation without increasing or decreasing the number of processing cycles that need to be performed.

With \( a \) accumulators per CMAC, SIs need to be grouped into groups of \( a \). Each group of SIs is a sequence of several SIs. Each SI in the sequence has to share at least one signal set with the following SI in the sequence. In this way, for every time instant of the input data samples, the multiple-accumulator array reads two sample sets for the first SI in the sequence and then sequentially processes all the other SIs in the group while updating at most one sample set in the processing buffers in every cycle.
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For every SI that is composed of two auto-correlation half-SIs there is the cross-correlation SI that processes the exact same signal sets. Every paired auto-correlation SI and its cross-correlation counterpart should be in the same group and should be processed in sequence. Then, no memory read operations are required for the processing of one such SI because the same sample sets would have already been read for the previous SI in the processing sequence. This is in contrast to the one-accumulator array where every processing cycle requires the update of the two sample sets in the processing buffers. Depending on the implementation, this has the potential advantage of making it easier to update the memory with new data samples for the next full integration.

Figure 3.4 shows a pattern of SIs and Figure 3.4b shows the example of grouping these into groups of 3. Essentially, all SIs are aligned in one sequence that is split into a new SI group after every $a$ SIs. The sequence starts from the bottom left of the correlation triangle and continues row by row left-to-right for the odd rows and right-to-left for the even rows. In this sequence every paired auto-correlation SI is always followed by its cross-correlation counterpart, but depending on $w$ and $a$ the cross-correlation SI may need to be swapped with the SI preceding the paired auto-correlation SI for the two SI to be in the same group. After such swapping, every SI still shares at least one signal set with the following SI in the sequence. The swapping is done once in this example as is indicated in Figure 3.4a. The same grouping strategy applies to any valid combination of $w$ and $a$. Numerous other ways of grouping SIs are possible and the most convenient way depends on the implementation.

Different architectures with a similar idea can be developed to use larger processing buffers that can each hold more than one sample set, in which case the grouping strategy can be different. If every memory read operation brings $m$ data sample sets into the processing buffers each holding $m$ sample sets as opposed to just one, the SIs can be grouped into groups of $m^2$. Then for every two memory read operations, the multiple-accumulator array with $a = m^2$ can perform $m^2$ cross-correlations compared to just $m$ if a one-accumulator array is used. Thus, the multiple-accumulator array of size $n$ is equivalent in input memory access efficiency to a one-accumulator array of size $mn$. A previous work [42] on a similar architecture with $m = 16$ and $a = 256$ reported this result.
### 3.3 Quantifying memory access improvements

The CMAC array has two data inputs for the two sample sets that it correlates in each cycle. In the case of the memory operating on one sample set per operation, every change of the array’s inputs corresponds to one memory read operation. As per the grouping approach presented in the previous section, the average number of times the array’s inputs change per $2^N$ input data samples can be expressed as

$$R(a, w) = (a + 1)A + (B + 1)\text{sgn}B \left\lceil \frac{w}{2} \right\rceil \text{sgn}(a - 1) + (w \mod 2)(1 - \text{sgn}B),$$

(3.1)

where

$$A = \left\lfloor \frac{w^2}{2a} \right\rfloor$$

(3.2)

and

$$B = \left\lfloor \frac{w^2}{2} \right\rfloor \text{mod} a.$$  

(3.3)

In (3.1)–(3.3), $a$ is the number of accumulators per CMAC and $w$ is the total number of signal sets as per the definitions in previous sections; $A$ is the number of full SI groups each with $a$ SIs and $B$ is the number of remaining SIs that form an incomplete group. In these relationships $\lfloor w^2/2 \rfloor$ is the total number of full SIs including the paired auto-correlation half-SIs. The number of these half-SIs is $w$ which are paired to form $\lfloor w/2 \rfloor$ full SIs. There is an unpaired half-SI when $w$ is odd.

The expression defining $R(a, w)$ in (3.1) is composed of several terms. The first term is the number of memory read operations normally needed for full groups: There are $A$ such groups each normally contributing $(a + 1)$ memory reads. The second term is the number of memory reads for the remaining $B$ full SIs which normally account for $(B + 1)$ memory read operations. When $B$ is 0, the second term is also 0 rather than $(B + 1)$. The third term takes into account the paired auto-correlation SIs and subtracts their number from the first and second terms. For this to be correct, the groups that include auto-correlation SIs also have to include the cross-correlation SIs that process the exact same signal sets, which reduces the number of required memory reads from $(a + 1)$ and $(B + 1)$ by 1 for every pair of auto-correlation and the corresponding cross-correlation SIs in the same group. The third term is 0 when $a$ is 1, because in this case it is not possible to have the auto-correlation and the corresponding cross-correlation SIs in the same group. The fourth term takes into account the remaining unpaired auto-correlation half-SI by adding an additional memory operation only when $w$ is odd and $B$ is 0: When $w$ is even, there is no unpaired half-SI; when $w$ is odd and $B$ is non-zero, the unpaired half-SI is included with the incomplete group that also includes the $B$ full SIs. In the latter case, the signal set processed by the unpaired half-SI must be one of the signal sets processed by at least one of the $B$ full SIs so that its processing does not require an additional memory operation.

The total number of data samples read from and written to the memory per one full integration (i.e., per $2NT$ data samples) is thus

$$M(n, T, w, a) = nT (R(a, w) + w).$$

(3.4)
Equation (3.4) generalises the required memory access per one full integration using the multiple-accumulator CMAC array. The value of $M(n, T, w, 2)$ represents both values derived in [41] for the two-accumulator array. The improvement ratio over the one-accumulator CMAC array can be expressed as

$$I(a, w) = \frac{M(n, T, w, a)}{M(n, T, w, 1)} = \frac{R(a, w) + w}{w^2 + w}. \quad (3.5)$$

The larger $w$ is, the less $I(a, w)$ depends on $w$. For $w$ larger than $a$, $I$ can be approximated with

$$I \approx \frac{a + 1}{2a}. \quad (3.6)$$

The improvement ratio represents the reduction in the number of input memory operations. Consequently, it also represents the reduction in the memory’s dynamic power dissipation. The inverse of $I$ may also represent the increase in performance for memory-limited implementations. Figure 3.5 shows the value of the improvement ratio $I$ against $w$ for two cases of $a$: the reduction in the number of memory operations is more than 30% and 40% when $a$ is 3 and 8 respectively.

The case of the input memory operating on more than sample set per operation (i.e. when $m > 1$) is more complex. The specific quantification for such an architecture can be derived from equations (3.1)–(3.4) but depends on the implementation details such as the design of the processing buffers which would now be holding $m$ sample sets each as opposed to just one. Continuing the example introduced in the previous section for the memory operating on $m$ sample sets for $m$ signal sets per operation, with $a = m^2$ the number of data samples that are read from and written to the memory per one full integration is $M(mn, T, \lceil 2N/(mn) \rceil, 1)$, which is equivalent to the reduction on the order of $m$ when compared to $M(n, T, w, 1)$. With $2m$ sample sets read into the processing buffers with two operations, the buffers can present $m^2$ combinations of these sample sets to the CMAC array so that it can compute $m^2$ correlations. In this case each change of the array’s inputs no longer necessarily corresponds to a new input memory operation. Applying the approach of grouping SIs to grouping the SI groups themselves, every two $m^2$ SI groups sharing $m$ or $2m$ signal sets can be paired into larger $2m^2$ SI super-groups and processed with an array of $a = 2m^2$ achieving the memory sample rate of
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the schematic diagrams of the two data storage circuits employed in the four CMAC designs: (a) standard Latch-MUX DET FF from Section 2.3.2 for one-accumulator designs and (b) custom 3-bit variant of the same circuit for three-accumulator designs. The 3-bit circuit is only twice the size of the 1-bit circuit. E1 through E4 are the locally-generated enable signals.

\[ M(mn, T, \lceil 2N/(mn) \rceil, 2) \]. Depending on specific numbers, this would result in at least a further 25% reduction for a large number of such SI super-groups.

3.4 Design and evaluation of multiple-accumulator CMACs

It was estimated for a proposed ASIC implementation of a one-accumulator architecture in [40] that the input memory is responsible for about 20% of the total chip power with most of the rest (about 51%) being dissipated in the CMAC array. It is thus important to consider the impact of the multiple-accumulator approach on the CMAC array.

In addition to the two one-accumulator CMACs from Chapter 2, two more designs have been made to evaluate the multiple-accumulator approach in terms of its benefits and costs to performance parameters such as the energy dissipation, leakage, circuit area and circuit delay.

A naive design approach to multiple accumulators would be to simply use as many FFs as there are bits that need to be stored. Better designs are possible because the multiple values stored in the accumulator are never accessed at the same time. In general, the exact choice of design depends on the value of \( a \) and the implementation technology. Figure 3.6 shows the schematic diagrams of the static data storage circuits that are used in the CMACs designed for this evaluation. The one-accumulator storage uses a standard DET FF design (Figure 3.6a) as was explained in Section 2.3.2. The three-accumulator designs use the storage element shown in Figure 3.6b that is a variation of the DET FF circuit with the same Latch-MUX construction. These storage circuits use inverters, transmission gates and D latches. Compared to the standard FF that uses two D latches per 1 bit of storage, the multiple-accumulator storage element uses \((a + 1)\) D latches to store \( a \) bits. Instead of using the clock signal directly, this storage element uses \((a + 1)\)
Table 3.1: Summary of the design information and simulation results of the 4-bit and 8-bit CMACs with one and three accumulators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter or Metric</th>
<th>4-bit CMACs</th>
<th>8-bit CMACs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature, °C</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle time, ns</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulator count</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulator count</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{total}}$, pJ</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>1.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{CMUL}}$, pJ</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{ACC}}$, pJ</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td>0.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{\text{DDQ, total}}$, µA</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>96.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{\text{DDQ, ACC}}$, µA</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Locally-generated enable signals which sequentially switch in every clock cycle and only one of which is active at the same time. In this case the three-accumulator storage circuit is only twice the size of the standard one-accumulator FF which is a significant improvement over naive scaling.

Only the data storage circuits in the accumulators are different between the one- and three-accumulator CMACs of the same data wordlength. A specific implementation of the circuits shown in Figure 3.6 presents many trade-offs including the ones between energy and delay as is investigated for similar circuits in Chapter 4. In this case these circuits have been designed so that the timing performance of one- and three-accumulator CMACs is equivalent.

Per-cycle energy dissipation of the CMAC circuits was measured precisely using post-layout analog simulations on netlists that include the extracted RC parasitics. The simulated energies include the energy costs of local clock distribution. Input data pattern was generated pseudo-randomly with each bit having a 35% probability of switching in every cycle. Simulations were carried out for the typical process corner with the temperature set to 60 °C. Leakage currents were simulated using the dedicated IDDQ models provided with the technology design kit. Table 1 summarizes the relevant design information and simulation results of the four CMAC designs. In the table $E_{\text{total}}$ is the total average per-cycle energy dissipation of a CMAC circuit; $E_{\text{CMUL}}$ is part of $E_{\text{total}}$ that is dissipated in the multiplier part of the CMAC; $E_{\text{ACC}}$ is the difference between $E_{\text{total}}$ and $E_{\text{CMUL}}$ that represents the per-cycle energy dissipation of the accumulator part of the CMAC including the adder performing accumulations; $I_{\text{DDQ, total}}$ is the total leakage current of the CMAC and $I_{\text{DDQ, ACC}}$ is that of the accumulator part of the circuit including the adder.

Because the high-speed adders dominate the circuit area of the CMACs’ accumulator parts, the impact of using three accumulators compared to just one is small in the metrics of area and leakage. The increase in the leakage is about 8.7% and 6.3% overall and about 18% and 24% for only the accumulator parts in the 4-bit and 8-bit cases respectively. The increase in circuit area is about 5.3% for the 8-bit case. For the 4-bit case, the designed one-accumulator layout is not as area-optimized as the other layouts and only a 5.5% reduction in area was achieved when compared to the three-accumulator design.

It has been found that the multiple-accumulator approach decreases $E_{\text{CMUL}}$ and increases $E_{\text{ACC}}$. The reduction in $E_{\text{CMUL}}$ is due to reduced switching activity within the circuit when at least one of the processed data sample sets stays unchanged.
between clock cycles. The increase in $E_{\text{ACC}}$ has been found to be mostly due to increased switching activity in the adder and to a lesser extent due to a more complex data storage circuit. The increase in the adder is due to processing of accumulations for different baselines in different clock cycles.

The reduction in $E_{\text{CMUL}}$ has been found to outweigh the increase in $E_{\text{ACC}}$ for the 8-bit CMACs. For the 4-bit CMACs the net effect has been found to be an increase in the overall energy dissipation. $E_{\text{total}}$ is decreased by 1.4% for the 8-bit case and is increased by 6.1% for the 4-bit case. Larger overall power savings can be expected for larger wordlengths as the multiplier becomes more significant than the accumulator part.

Considering only multipliers, the reduction in the switching activity results in the decrease of $E_{\text{CMUL}}$ by 13% and 15% in the 4-bit and 8-bit cases respectively. For the processing cycles when one of the data inputs stays unchanged between clock cycles, the decrease is about 20% and 25% for the 4-bit and 8-bit CMACs respectively. This presents an incentive of using a larger number of accumulators per CMAC to increase the number of such cycles and decrease the average power dissipation.

Increasing $a$ results in diminishing returns for the input memory savings as per (3.5) and (3.6). If only memory savings are considered, there may be little point in values of $a$ greater than 4. On the other hand, using larger $a$ is shown to decrease the power dissipation of the CMAC array which could be dominating the overall power dissipation as discussed in the beginning of this section.

3.5 Conclusion

The approach of grouping sub-integrations for efficient processing by the multiple-accumulator CMAC array has been presented. With such CMACs being able to switch in every cycle between different SIs sharing some data inputs, significant reduction in the number of memory read operations is achieved for the same number of processing operations and the same number of CMACs. With only three accumulators per CMAC, the total number of memory operations and thus the memory power is reduced by more than a third for an arbitrarily large number of input signals when compared to a one-accumulator CMAC array.

In addition to the two CMACs presented in Chapter 2, two more CMACs with multiple accumulators have been designed and evaluated. The multiple-accumulator approach has been found to result in the 1.4% decrease in the overall CMAC power dissipation in the case of three-accumulator 8-bit CMACs, which is in addition to a more than 30% reduction in the memory. Larger power savings can be expected for larger input data wordlengths and a larger number of accumulators.
Chapter 4

DET flip-flops based on C-elements

CMAC designs of Chapter 2 used dual-edge-triggered storage elements which then had to be adapted for the multiple-accumulator approach of Chapter 3. This has led to the effort of creating better circuit structures for DET storage elements. Compared to more common single-edge-triggered designs, fewer DET structures have been presented in literature, which gives more opportunity for creating novel designs.

The common DET flip-flop design that has been used throughout the CMAC circuits is the Latch-MUX flip-flop [34], [37] which consists of two latches whose outputs are multiplexed to one output. The two latches are level-triggered by opposite clock levels so that there is always a transparent latch that follows every change at the input. As a result of this transparency, glitches at the input have an adverse effect on the flip-flop’s power dissipation. Glitches often happen in circuits such as multipliers that have deep combinational logic. It was estimated in [35] that Latch-MUX DET flip-flops dissipate less power than SET flip-flops only when glitches are rare. Other DET flip-flop designs include pulsed DET flip-flops [34], [43], [38]. Generally, a pulsed DET flip-flop works by making its output latch transparent to the input signal after every clock edge for a short time interval. Power dissipation of such flip-flops is less dependent on input signal changes at the cost of increased power dissipation due to clock activity.

This chapter presents new static DET flip-flop circuits that use C-elements. A C-element, introduced in [44], is normally a three-terminal device with two inputs and one output. When all of its inputs are the same, the output switches to the value of the inputs; when the inputs are different, the previous output value is preserved. This device acts as a latch which can be set and reset with combinations of signal levels at the input. Figure 4.1 shows the two transistor-level implementations of C-elements that are used in this work. C-elements and variations of their circuit topologies are the building blocks of the new DET flip-flops presented below.

The chapter consists of seven sections. Sections 4.1 to 4.4 present five novel DET designs including the low-glitch LG_C flip-flop, implicit-pulsed IP_C flip-flop, floating-node FN_C flip-flop and two high-performance conditional-toggle CT_C and CTF_C flip-flops. Section 4.5 describes simulation setup and the comparison methodology that is used to compare the presented flip-flops against each other and against six previously reported DET flip-flop designs. Section 4.6 presents and
discusses the results of extensive Monte Carlo and voltage scaling simulations. The comparison includes metrics of energy and power delay products and also additional metrics of energy dissipation due to glitches, where the presented flip-flops excel. Finally, Section 4.7 concludes the work presented in this chapter.

4.1 Low-glitch LG_C flip-flop

The new low-glitch LG_C DET flip-flop consists of three C-elements that are connected as shown in Figure 4.2. Although both inverting and non-inverting C-elements can be used for this DET flip-flop, only the inverting topology shown in Figure 4.2b is used due to the transistor-level implementations in Figure 4.1 being faster in the inverting configuration. The logic waveforms depicting the operation of the LG_C flip-flop are shown in Figure 4.3. This flip-flop has two internal latches A and B and an output latch Q belonging to the three C-elements. The output latch switches only when the two internal nodes A and B are at the same signal level. The latches at A and B can only switch to CK and CK when D becomes equal to CK and CK respectively. Thus, in between clock transitions, at least one of A or B is latching D. And once there is a transition in the clock signal, the internal node that is not at D will toggle to have both A and B at D, which results in the output C-element switching Q to D.

The LG_C flip-flop bears some resemblance to Latch-MUX designs and, in particular, the LM_C flip-flop presented in [46], yet its operation is different. The diagram of a generic Latch-MUX flip-flop and its operational waveforms are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Figure 4.4 shows that in a Latch-MUX flip-flop every change
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at D leads to switching in one of the two latches. In the novel LG_C flip-flop, whose operational waveforms were shown in Figure 4.3 for the same CK and D signal patterns, C-elements are used to reduce switching activity due to input signal transitions so that none of the flip-flop's latches follow the input signal at any point during the operation. The value of D only determines which signal level latches A and B switch to at the next clock transition. No matter how many times input D toggles in between the clock edges, LG_Cs internal state only changes once with the first signal change at the input. This leads to much lower power dissipation in the presence of glitches at the flip-flop's input, which is evaluated using simulation in Section IV.

One of the features of the LG_C flip-flop is its immunity to overlap between CK and CK signals. A change at the flip-flop's output is triggered by a change at one of A or B which happens due to a signal transition in either CK or CK respectively. That is, every change at the output is triggered by a transition in only one of CK and CK signals, not both. Thus, although clock overlap has an impact on the timing
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of output transitions, it cannot cause the flip-flop to fail in latching a correct value. While there are many implementations of C-elements that can be used in the LG_C flip-flop, this work analyses the design shown in Figure 4.6. This design is based on the weak-feedback C-element of Figure 4.1a. The two C-elements at the input are merged by sharing transistors connected to the D input. This configuration leads to low input loading and a lower transistor count than what is otherwise possible.

4.2 Implicit-pulsed IP_C flip-flop

The LG_C flip-flop can be modified to reduce the total dynamic power dissipation at the expense of somewhat increased power dissipation due to clock signal transitions. Since there is never a moment when D is neither CK nor CK, only one latch at either A or B is required at any given moment while the other latch plays no role other than to increase switching power dissipation. The purpose of latches at A and B is to be able to keep these nodes at CK and CK respectively and to allow them to be switched to D at clock transitions. This behaviour can be achieved without latches.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the transistor-level and gate-level schematic diagrams of the implicit-pulsed IP_C flip-flop. In the transistor-level schematic, two additional weak C-elements (inner C-elements) are merged with the two input C-elements by sharing clocked transistors. The advantages of the IP_C design over the LG_C design are reduced delays and reduced switching power dissipation as is shown in Section IV. The operation of the IP_C flip-flop is illustrated using logic waveforms shown in Figure 4.9. Although this design may bear superficial resemblance to a common Latch-MUX flip-flop in [47], its circuit operation is quite different. The IP_C design has no static storage latches at nodes A and B. The input C-elements are essentially inverters for the CK and CK signals respectively. The D input influences the timing of these inversions in such a way that whenever there is a change in the CK signal, one of A or B nodes that is not at D toggles using strong transistors of an input C-element. This event then makes the other node toggle using weaker transistors of an inner C-element. Compared to the LG_C flip-flop, the C-elements in the IP_C flip-flop circuit have no weak feedback to overpower.
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![Figure 4.7: Transistor-level schematic diagram of the implicit-pulsed IP_C DET flip-flop.](image)

![Figure 4.8: Gate-level schematic diagram of the implicit-pulsed IP_C DET flip-flop.](image)

The two additional inner C-elements in the IP_C flip-flop are needed to reinforce the voltage levels at nodes A and B in order to make the circuit static. Considering the flip-flop’s schematic diagrams, only the output C-element uses a latch. All the other C-elements do not have latches at their outputs and can thus be considered dynamic. However, the overall circuit is static due to the cross-connection of the inner C-elements reinforcing the signal levels at nodes A and B. The IP_C flip-flop works by creating a brief moment after every clock edge when both A and B are at $D$, which results in the output switching to D. Thus, this design belongs to the category of implicit-pulsed DET flip-flops.

4.3 Floating-node FN_C flip-flop

In the IP_C flip-flop, signal levels at A and B toggle after every clock transition regardless of D and Q, which leads to higher power dissipation due to clock signal transitions. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the transistor-level and gate-level schematic diagrams of the improved FN_C flip-flop that solves this issue. In the case of the LG_C, IP_C and FN_C flip-flops, for the output C-element to work correctly, the requirements for the flip-flop’s input stage are as follows: in between the clock edges, at least one of A and B has to be kept at $\overline{Q}$ to avoid flipping at the output, and once the clock toggles, both nodes have to be at $\overline{D}$ for the output to switch to D. As long as one of A and B is kept at $\overline{Q}$, the signal level at the other node...
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is irrelevant for the correct operation of the output stage. With implementations of C-elements shown in Figure 4.1, one of A and B that is not kept at \( \overline{Q} \) can be at any voltage level without affecting the output. The LG_C flip-flop satisfies these requirements by employing two independent latches at A and B, one of which is always redundant (which one depends on D and CK). The implicit-pulsed IP_C flip-flop ensures correct operation through the cross-connection of the weak inner C-elements. This cross-coupling ensures that nodes A and B are at opposite signal levels and that one of them is at \( \overline{Q} \). The improved floating-node FN_C flip-flop design does not cater for the node not at \( \overline{Q} \) in between clock transitions and does not reinforce its signal level. This behaviour is implemented through the feedback of X, which Q follows, into the inner cross-coupled weak C-elements. If the signal combination of D and CK is such that the \( \overline{Q} \) level at one of A or B is maintained by strong transistors of an input C-element, the other node is left floating. This does not compromise the overall static behaviour of the circuit, since as it was mentioned above, the signal level at the floating node cannot affect the output as long as the other node is at \( \overline{Q} \). Compared to the IP_C flip-flop, this flip-flop’s power dissipation due to clock signal transitions is reduced without increasing power dissipation due to input switching.
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Figure 4.11: Gate-level schematic of the FN_C DET flip-flop shown in Figure 4.8 with 2 inner 3-input weak C-elements exhibiting a floating-node behaviour.

Figure 4.12: Simulated signal levels of the implemented FN_C flip-flop. Floating states are denoted as "~".

Figure 4.12 shows the FN_C's simulated signal levels for one clock transition. The flip-flop was designed in the 28 nm GF 28HPP CMOS technology. Initially in the simulation, Q is 0, CK is 1 and D is 0. Since D is equal to CK, B is kept at 1 with strong transistors of its input C-element, which ensures that X (and Q that follows X) stays at 0. As a result, node A is floating. Due to the switching of parasitic capacitances, the voltage level at node A is slightly higher than the technology $V_{DD}$ voltage of 0.85 V. Before the next clock edge, input D switches to 1. Since D is now equal to CK, A switches to 0. Now CK, A and X are 0, which keeps node B at 1 through the weak transistor branch connected to its input C-element. The next clock edge comes when CK switches to 0 and CK switches to 1. Since CK is now equal to D, node B switches to 0. Both A and B are now at 0, which causes the output C-element to switch Q to 1. Node A is floating again and B is kept at 0, which ensures that Q stays at 1 in the new cycle. In this example, the combinations of D and CK are such that only node A is seen floating. If either D or CK were inverted, node B would have been the floating node.
Because of the switching of parasitic capacitances before floating node events, floating voltage levels at A and B can be above the $V_{DD}$ voltage of 0.85 V or below 0 V. Analog simulations indicate that the increase above $V_{DD}$ and the decrease below 0 V do not exceed 10% of the nominal $V_{DD}$ and that no significant dynamic current is flowing through the transistors' channels during this time. Thus, floating node events do not affect circuit reliability.

4.4 Conditional-toggle CT_C and CTF_C flip-flops

The novel conditional-toggle CT_C DET flip-flop design is shown in Figure 4.13. The CT_C flip-flop circuit uses only 20 transistors including transistors for the input, output and clock buffering. The flip-flop consists of a dynamic C-element at the output and a latch that provides static behavior to the circuit. The distinguishing feature of the CT_C flip-flop is that the state of its latch does not change when the flip-flop's output switches after a clock transition, which leads to low switching energy dissipation. The circuit for the output C-element is based on the weak-feedback implementation shown in Figure 4.1a but with the feedback inverter eliminated. The inputs to it are input D and the signal that mirrors Q in between clock transitions. When D is equal to Q, the C-element keeps its inverted output X at the level of $\overline{Q}$. When D is not equal to Q, the $\overline{Q}$ level at X is kept by the latch.

The latch part of the circuit is responsible for toggling the signal level at X after clock transitions and for keeping it at $\overline{Q}$ in between clock transitions when D is not equal to Q. The latch part consists of two inverters connected back-to-back and a bi-directional 2-to-1 multiplexer with its output connected to node X. The operation of the CT_C flip-flop is illustrated using simulated voltage traces shown in Figure 4.14. The clock signal makes the multiplexer alternate between the two ends of the latch A and B after every clock transition. In between clock transitions, the end of the latch that is connected to X is at $\overline{Q}$. After a clock transition, the multiplexer switches to the opposite end of the latch, which makes the signal levels at X and Q toggle if D was not equal to Q before the clock edge. If D is equal to Q when the clock edge arrives, it is the latch that toggles its stored value and not node X, because the C-element forces node X to the level of $\overline{D}$. Toggling at the output is not done by changing the value stored by the latch but rather by multiplexing to the inverse of it, which achieves low switching activity within the flip-flop. The latch toggles its stored value after a clock edge only when D is equal to Q.

Implementation of the CT_C flip-flop presents trade-offs between power dissipation at high and low switching activities and circuit delay. Strong inverters in the latch make the output switching faster with little impact on the switching energy. However, the stronger these inverters are, the more energy it takes to change the state of the latch, i.e., the higher the power dissipation at low switching activity becomes. Figure 4.15 shows the CTF_C flip-flop, a modification of the CT_C flip-flop, that relaxes these trade-offs.

During operation one of A or B nodes is at D while the other is at $\overline{D}$. In the CTF_C flip-flop, the strengths of signal levels at these nodes depend not only on transistor sizing but also on D: Whichever node is at $\overline{D}$ is kept strongly while the other node is kept weakly with always-on transistors. If at a clock transition D is not equal to Q, node X is multiplexed to a strong $\overline{D}$ that quickly changes X to $\overline{D}$ and Q to D. When D is equal to Q, logic level at node X is kept strongly at $\overline{D}$ by
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Figure 4.13: Transistor-level schematic diagram of the conditional-toggle CT_C DET flip-flop.

Figure 4.14: Simulated signal levels of the CT_C flip-flop implemented in the GF 28HPP technology.

Figure 4.15: Transistor-level schematic diagram of the improved conditional-toggle CTF_C DET flip-flop.
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the C-element. The next clock transition multiplexes node X to a weak D which the C-element overpowers quickly and at a low energy cost. Thus, CTF_C achieves faster switching compared to CT_C and reduces energy dissipation of idle cycles.

4.5 Simulation methodology

Extensive simulations have been performed to compare the five presented DET flip-flops against each other and also against six previously reported DET flip-flop designs. Two versions of the novel FN_C flip-flop have been considered: the version presented in Figure 4.10 and the version with the symmetric C-element of Figure 4.1b replacing the weak-feedback output C-element. The latter version is denoted as FN_C (sym) in the comparison. For a fair comparison, all flip-flops include input, output and clock buffering.

Figure 4.17 shows transistor-level schematic diagrams of the six previously reported DET flip-flop designs that are considered in this work for comparison. The designs are as follows:

(a) LM, described in [37], is a variant of the common Latch-MUX DET design;
(b) EP is a variant of the common Explicit-Pulsed DET flip-flop in [38];
(c) LM_C is a Latch-MUX design, introduced in [46], that uses a C-element at the output to perform the function of a MUX;
(d) TSP, presented in [48], is the True-Single-Phase Clock DET flip-flop design that follows the Latch-MUX approach but does not use the inverted clock;
(e) CP, introduced in [34], is the Conditional Precharge DET flip-flop;
(f) IP, described in [43], is the Implicit-Pulsed DET flip-flop.

The flip-flops were implemented in the same 28 nm GF 28HPP CMOS technology. Implementations were optimised for minimum energy-delay product. For the optimisation step, the delay metric was the maximum CK–Q delay because it is straightforward to measure. Optimisations were performed by the simulation tool in an automated fashion: The tool varied transistor sizes within the specified bounds and chose the best sizes for each flip-flop after a number of iterations. The search bounds were chosen so that resultant designs would meet recommended design rules most of the time. Weak transistors were allowed to use minimum width rather than the recommended minimum width as it would otherwise result in poor circuit performance.

Simulations were performed on schematic designs. Conservative estimates of layout parasitics were included in the simulation models at both the optimisation and final simulation stages. These estimates were provided by one of the features of the design kit: The kit can automatically include its own estimation of the RC parasitic interconnect network into schematic simulation models. Parasitic extraction and post-layout simulations were also performed on selected designs and were compared to schematic simulations that used automatic estimation of parasitics. Post-layout simulations showed that the kit’s estimates for small designs are often conservative and that compact circuits often perform slightly faster in post-layout simulations than in schematic simulations with the automatic parasitic network estimation turned on.

The simulation test bench that is used in this comparison is very similar to the ones used in [43], [49], [50]. The Q output of a simulated flip-flop is connected to a load of four symmetric inverters with their n-type transistors sized at minimum
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(a) LM

(b) EP

(c) LM_C
Figure 4.17: Transistor-level schematic diagrams of the six previous DET flip-flop designs that are considered in this work for comparison with the new DET flip-flops. All circuits include input, output and clock buffering. The flip-flops are (a) LM [37], (b) EP [38], (c) LM_C [46], (d) TSP [48], (e) CP [34] and (f) IP [43].
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The generated data and clock signals are connected to the flip-flop’s inputs through two inverters. The clock frequency is 1 GHz, which results in a 0.5 ns cycle time.

Most of the measurements relating to energy and delays were taken from Monte Carlo simulations with all process variations enabled. 2000 MC points were simulated for each flip-flop. The simulation temperature was set to 70 °C. Variation for a number of metrics is reported as coefficient of variation (CV). The CV is also known as the relative standard deviation (RSD) which is defined as the ratio between the standard deviation (SD) and mean. In this technology, simulation models make conservative assumptions about sources of variation when performing MC analysis on schematic designs. Variations in physical implementations are expected to be lower than what is reported from these simulations. The following parameters were evaluated from MC simulations:

- Power at 10%, 50% and 100% switching activities \( P_{0.1}, P_{0.5} \) and \( P_1 \) respectively;
- Power-delay products \( PDP_{0.1}, PDP_{0.5} \) and \( PDP_1 \) for each of the three power values where the delay is the D–Q delay;
- Maximum CK–Q delay \( t_{cq} \);
- Worst-case minimum D–Q delay \( t_{dq} \).

The power is measured from the calculated \( E(t) \) curve of the total dissipated energy versus the simulation time. This curve is calculated by integrating simulated power supply, data input and clock input currents for each simulated flip-flop in the following way:

\[
E(t) = \int \left( I_{DD} + \frac{1}{2} (I_D + |I_D| + I_{CK,in} + |I_{CK,in}|) \right) \, dt. \tag{4.1}
\]

In (4.1), the power supply current \( I_{DD} \) is integrated along with the positive currents flowing into the flip-flop’s D and CK_in inputs. Currents flowing out of the flip-flop’s inputs are discarded. These negative currents are either the result of an internal weak-feedback inverter working against the D input driver, in which case the current is supplied by the flip-flop and is thus already included in \( I_{DD} \), or the result of a driver sinking the voltage at the input’s parasitic capacitance, in which case this energy was already accounted for when the driver previously charged this capacitance with a positive current.

Part of the measured energy is dissipated outside of the flip-flop’s circuit. This includes energies dissipated by the input drivers on driving the flip-flop’s inputs and the energy dissipated by the flip-flop on driving the output load. Although the latter depends solely on the size of the load, the comparison is fair in that the load is the same for all flip-flops.

The CK–Q delay is measured as the maximum delay between the CK and Q transitions for the four possible combinations of transitions of CK and Q. For each case, the D transition happens sufficiently early so as not to affect the timing of the Q transition.

The D–Q delay of a flip-flop is generally considered to be a more important metric than just the CK–Q delay [51]: some flip-flops (e.g. the EP design) allow input changes to be captured well after a clock transition whereas others do not. In this sense, the D–Q delay is the time the flip-flop takes out of the clock cycle, which is the reason why the D–Q delay is used for PDP calculations in this work.
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Figure 4.18: Illustration of the procedure for measuring the worst-case minimum D–Q delay. This plot is for a particular Monte Carlo point of the LM flip-flop. The curves are for the four cases of CK and Q transitions. The worst-case minimum D–Q delay is marked on the plot and also on the y-axis as $t_{dq}$.

For every MC point, multiple simulations were performed in order to measure the worst-case minimum D–Q delay for that point. There are four possible cases of CK and Q transitions. For each case, a parametric sweep is run with the sweep variable being the timing of the D transition relative to the CK transition. The minimum D–Q delay is found for each of the four cases. For every MC point, the worst-case minimum D–Q delay is then the maximum of these four minimums. Figure 4.18 illustrates this procedure for a particular MC point of the LM flip-flop. For illustration purposes, the step in the D–CK transition sweep variable was set to 0.04 ps. In final simulations, the step was set to 1.25 ps to reduce the number of simulations. For this example, the difference in delays measured with 0.04 ps and 1.25 ps resolutions of the D–CK sweep variable is less than 0.06 ps. Such a small difference is due to the steepness of D–Q vs D–CK curves reducing to 0 around their minimums.

Independent simulations were performed to measure the hold times $t_h$ of the flip-flops for the typical process corner. For each flip-flop, for all four cases of CK and Q transitions, $t_h$ was measured as the minimum amount of time D needs to be unchanged after a clock transition so as not to result in the flip-flop failing to latch the correct value, increase the CK–Q delay by more than 40% percent, or result in a glitch of more than half the $V_{DD}$ voltage. Timings of D transitions were swept with a 0.05 ps step to record the hold time values with a 0.1 ps precision.

A separate set of simulations were performed to assess the impact of glitches on the flip-flops’ power dissipation. In these simulations, the Q output is steady across clock cycles. The Q-to-$\overline{Q}$ and $\overline{Q}$-to-Q transitions for one glitch are introduced at the D input in between clock transitions. The total dissipated energy is then recorded after the next clock transition including the energy of restoration of the flip-flop’s internal states. Energy dissipation due to one and three glitches is measured. The
energies are denoted as \( G_1 \) and \( G_3 \) respectively. The recorded numbers are averages for the four possible cases of CK and Q.

All energy measurements include leakage currents. More precise leakage simulations were performed using dedicated IDDQ models that are provided with the technology kit. The result is reported as \( I_{\text{DDQ}} \). The results are averaged across eight cases of D, Q and CK. The reported values include leakage through D and CK_in inputs and exclude the leakage through the Q output.

Voltage scaling simulations were performed to assess the impact of supply voltage on the CK–Q delay. In these simulations, the supply voltage is scaled from 110% to 60% of the nominal \( V_{\text{DD}} \) of 0.85 V. Only the new flip-flops and two previous LM and EP designs are evaluated in voltage scaling simulations.

Simulations of flip-flops at various temperatures have been performed. Temperature variations have been found to have a negligible effect on the performance of any flip-flop in any metric except the leakage current. This is consistent with findings in [52].

### 4.6 Simulation results and comparison

Table 4.1 summarizes the results of extensive Monte Carlo, glitch energy and leakage simulations. All flip-flops operated correctly in all Monte Carlo simulation points. The figure of merit in this comparison is the power-delay product at 50% switching activity.

According to the results reported in Table 4.1, the two best DET flip-flops are the new CTF_C and CT_C flip-flops. The CT_C design has the lowest transistor count, lowest glitch energies and the lowest leakage of all the surveyed flip-flops. The improved CTF_C design achieves the lowest PDP values at high switching activities. Compared to the common LM flip-flop, the CT_C design improves on transistor count, power and PDP at 50% and 100% switching activities, D–Q delay, leakage and glitch energies. The improved CTF_C design is additionally better in PDP_{0.1}.

In terms of \( P_{0.1} \), the best performing flip-flops are the LM_C, LG_C and FN_C designs. The proposed FN_C (sym) design has the lowest \( P_{0.1} \). In this case, LM shows higher power than LM_C because it uses more clocked transistors. LM_C has fewer such transistors because it uses a C-element to perform the function of the MUX.

Considering energy dissipation due to glitches, the four worst performing flip-flops are the LM, LM_C, TSP and IP designs. In these four flip-flops, every change at the input leads to switching within internal circuits. The measured \( G_1 \) and \( G_3 \) glitch energies for these flip-flops are such that the presence of multiple glitches at the input leads to glitch energies dominating the overall power consumption. All five novel flip-flops have significantly lower glitch energies.

The new LG_C and FN_C flip-flops are the only surveyed flip-flops that have both low \( P_{0.1} \) and low \( G_1 \) and \( G_3 \). The FN_Cs glitch energies are lower than that of LG_C due to the absence of static latches at nodes A and B. Energies due to the first glitch in both LG_C and FN_C are high due to switching at one of A or B, yet the energies of subsequent glitches in the same cycle are considerably lower due to the flip-flops’ internal states staying unchanged. This behaviour distinguishes the proposed LG_C and FN_C flip-flops from Latch-MUX flip-flops.
Table 4.1: Simulation results of the new and previously reported DET flip-flops.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DET FF</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>LM_C</th>
<th>EP</th>
<th>IP</th>
<th>CP</th>
<th>TSP</th>
<th>LG_C</th>
<th>IP_C</th>
<th>FN_C</th>
<th>FN_C (sym)</th>
<th>CT_C</th>
<th>CTF_C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transistor count</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{0.1}, \mu W$</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>5.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{0.5}, \mu W$</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>7.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1, \mu W$</td>
<td>12.91</td>
<td>14.78</td>
<td>15.04</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>11.74</td>
<td>11.97</td>
<td>14.97</td>
<td>12.85</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDP_{0.1}, fJ</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.290</td>
<td>0.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDP_{0.5}, fJ</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDP_{1}, fJ</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>1.244</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV($P_{0.5}$)</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV(PDP_{0.5})</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{cq}$, ps</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{dq}$, ps</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV($t_{cq}$)</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV($t_{dq}$)</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_h$, ps</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{DDQ}$, nA</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_1$, fJ</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Of the three LG_C, IP_C and FN_C designs, IP_C is the fastest while FN_C shows the best overall performance: FN_C and FN_C (sym) designs show the lowest power, PDP_{0.5}, variations and glitch energies. Comparing the FN_C and FN_C (sym) designs, the latter shows reduced power and reduced delays. The PDP values of FN_C (sym) are 10% better than that of FN_C, which is attributable to the symmetric implementation of the output C-element having a lower PDP in itself when compared to the weak-feedback implementation [53]. Although not shown in Table 4.1, similar performance gains are also seen when using symmetric C-elements in LG_C and IP_C flip-flops.

Considering the Monte Carlo analysis, LM and FN_C (sym) are the two flip-flops that exhibit the lowest variation in their parameters. Relative variations in the CT_C design are the highest, which is due to its weak transistors playing a key role in its energy and timing performance parameters. Generally, performance of weak transistors is more susceptible to variations than that of stronger and wider transistors.

Considering variations in CK–Q delays, 7 out of 12 DET flip-flops show practically the same CV of 7.7%. Although the absolute values of SDs for these flip-flops are quite different, the fact that these work out to the same RSD shows that these differences have less to do with particular circuit topologies and more to do with the technology itself. Monte Carlo simulations show a clear trend that higher mean values have higher absolute variations. This trend is also evident in a previous Monte Carlo analysis of DET flip-flops in [52]. The work in [52] judged the EP design as the best in terms of parameter variations, but it only considered absolute variations. While it is true that the absolute value of the EP’s SD for the D–Q delay is the lowest, its RSD is actually one of the highest.

The hold time was found to be positive for all novel flip-flops with the CTF_C achieving the lowest value among them. The hold time was also found to be positive for most of the previously reported DET flip-flop designs except the TSP as shown in Table 4.1.

The results of voltage scaling simulations are shown in Figure 4.19. The CK–Q delays of all flip-flops scale in a very similar way. The only two flip-flops that scale slightly differently from others are the CT_C and CTF_C flip-flops. The CK–Q delays of these two flip-flops increase faster with decreased supply voltage when compared to other flip-flops. The opposite is true as well: increasing the supply voltage decreases delays in these flip-flops faster than in other designs. Had the traces of these two flip-flops not been plotted, there would have been no line crossings on the plot.

### 4.7 Conclusion

Five new DET flip-flop designs have been developed. The new designs were compared to previous DET flip-flops using circuit simulation. The new LG_C design and its variants were shown to significantly improve on Latch-MUX DET flip-flop designs in the metric of energy dissipation due to glitches at the input, which makes them useful for designs with large logic depth that are prone to glitching. The new CT_C and CTF_C designs can be used in high-performance scenarios as they were found to have superior power and power-delay products during periods of high switching activity.
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Figure 4.19: Plot of the CK–Q delay versus the supply voltage for new flip-flops and two previous LM and EP designs.
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Extensive Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to demonstrate that the new flip-flops are robust under process variations. The new FN_C design was found to be one of designs least susceptible to process variations. Voltage scaling simulations were performed that show that the performance of the presented flip-flops scales very similarly to that of previous DET flip-flops.
Chapter 5

Memory design for the output-buffered FX correlator

An alternative to input-buffered FX correlator architectures, one of the most promising of which was discussed in Chapter 3, is an output-buffered architecture. An output-buffered design was proposed for the SKA in [54]. The main advantage of such a design for the X part is that it can process the data from the F part in the same order as it is produced and thus does not require any corner turning between the F part and the X part. Disadvantages of this approach include much higher requirements for the performance of the output buffer memory: in the input-buffered architecture, the memory bandwidth in the input buffer is proportional to the number of antennas \(N\), whereas in the output buffer it is proportional to the number of baselines which in turn is proportional to \(N^2\).

In the fully output-buffered design, there is a CMAC for every baseline. The output buffer consists of smaller output buffers for each of the CMACs. These smaller buffers store intermediate accumulations for every frequency channel. For example, for a design with \(C = 265\,000\), each CMAC effectively includes 265,000 accumulators. For such a large number of accumulators, space-efficient eDRAM becomes the only implementation option as far as conventional technologies are concerned. Although versatile, eDRAM has a number of disadvantages that can be detrimental to the chip’s overall performance. Firstly, eDRAM’s maximum clock rate is significantly lower than what is achievable in the processing circuits in the same technology. Secondly, the memory becomes responsible for a significant share of the overall power dissipation. This work aims to develop a new space-efficient memory based on eDRAM that achieves the same maximum clock rate as the processing circuits while dissipating less energy.

Not all processing tasks require the memory to have all features DRAM has to offer. DRAM’s circuits can be tailored to a particular memory access pattern at the expense of the memory’s general versatility. This chapter proposes a new design of a high-performance, low-power and space-efficient memory for applications where processing circuits process the stored data sequentially by repeatedly cycling through the memory at a high clock rate. Because of sequential access patterns, this is a Sequential Access Memory (SAM). The new memory design reduces energy dissipation and increases the processing throughput without compromising on the design area. The focus of this work is on the implementation of a proof-of-concept prototype. The 130 nm GF CMRF8SF CMOS technology was used as the prototyping technology.
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of the SAM memory.

5.1 Sequential access memory

The architecture of this memory is similar to the previously reported SAM architectures [55], [56], [57]. The main difference to the previous designs is the usage of open-loop sensing.

The memory consists of several memory banks each consisting of several identical sub-banks. The architecture of one bank is shown in Figure 5.1. Sub-banks consist of bitlines with memory capacitors. Each bank has one writing circuit and two precharging/reading circuits that are shared among all sub-banks in this bank. The multiplexer in a bank consists of three smaller multiplexers that connect each sub-bank to one or none of the writing and precharging/reading circuits.

Due to the full predictability of memory access, the access rate is increased by essentially eliminating address decoding delay and pipelining memory operations. The pipelining is such that both read and write operations are allowed to take two full clock cycles. At any one moment during the operation, the memory is precharging the bitlines two address positions ahead, sensing the data one address position ahead and writing the data one and two address positions behind the current processing position. Because the sequence of memory operations always includes a write operation after a read operation for every address, the use of open-loop sense amplifiers that do not write the data back into the memory becomes possible.

In Figure 5.1, one Precharge/Read circuit consists of sense amplifiers for every bitline in a sub-bank that are used for both precharging and sensing. The schematic diagram of one amplifier is shown in Figure 5.2. The amplifier consists of two stages. Each stage is a self-biased differential amplifier [58]. During precharging, the first stage of the sense amplifier acts as a voltage buffer and the second stage is powered down to turn its output into a high-impedance state and also to reduce overall power dissipation. Since there is no need to recharge memory cells as part of reading, the sense amplifier switches to an open-loop topology during reading and acts as a voltage comparator.

The advantages of an open-loop design are higher sensitivity, faster sensing and lower power dissipation. The disadvantage is the increased transistor count when compared to the DRAM sense amplifier designs. Higher sensitivity of this
Figure 5.2: Schematic diagrams of the sense amplifier: (a) the general diagram and (b) its transistor-level circuit. $V_b$ is the voltage on the bitline and $V_p$ is the precharge voltage equal to $0.5V_{DD}$.
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The top-level architecture of the fabricated chip is shown in Figure 5.3. The implemented dynamic memory consists of one bank with 8 sub-banks. Each sub-bank consists of 8 bitlines with 128 memory cells on each one. This corresponds to the total of 8 Kib of memory. In the absence of space-efficient DRAM memory, the circuit is due to a reduced effect of the amplifier’s random offset voltage, which is significant in RAM circuits [59], [60],[61]. In DRAM, sense amplifiers use positive feedback to both sense and recharge memory cells. With positive feedback, the change of the bitline’s voltage due to the charge on a memory capacitor must be higher than the offset voltage in order for the bit to be sensed correctly. In the open-loop design, the effect of the offset voltage is reduced by the gain of the sense amplifier. Another difference to the DRAM sensing is that DRAM circuits wait until memory cells are recharged before producing the output. In the case of the open-loop sensing circuit, bitline voltage changes are amplified to a full voltage without recharging, which leads to faster sensing and reduced power dissipation.

5.2 Design description

The top-level architecture of the fabricated chip is shown in Figure 5.3. The implemented dynamic memory consists of one bank with 8 sub-banks. Each sub-bank consists of 8 bitlines with 128 memory cells on each one. This corresponds to the total of 8 Kib of memory. In the absence of space-efficient DRAM memory, the circuit is due to a reduced effect of the amplifier’s random offset voltage, which is significant in RAM circuits [59], [60],[61]. In DRAM, sense amplifiers use positive feedback to both sense and recharge memory cells. With positive feedback, the change of the bitline’s voltage due to the charge on a memory capacitor must be higher than the offset voltage in order for the bit to be sensed correctly. In the open-loop design, the effect of the offset voltage is reduced by the gain of the sense amplifier. Another difference to the DRAM sensing is that DRAM circuits wait until memory cells are recharged before producing the output. In the case of the open-loop sensing circuit, bitline voltage changes are amplified to a full voltage without recharging, which leads to faster sensing and reduced power dissipation.
capacitors, low-leakage thick-oxide varactors with 80 fF of capacitance are used for memory capacitors in this prototype. The dimensions of each varactor are such that a bitline with 128 memory cells on it is about 0.9 mm long. The total area of this memory is about 0.61 mm$^2$.

The circuit diagram for the Clock Generator circuit is shown in Figure 5.4. The Clock Generator’s VCO frequency is controlled by an external signal. The VCO is a common current-starved ring oscillator. The VCO generates clock signals for the memory testing circuits, the charge pump, the addressing circuit, and the chip output. The clock signal for the testing circuits is delayed relative to that for the addressing circuit by the addressing circuit’s delay. The chip output clock is one eighth of the frequency of the chip processing clock. Some of the circuits in the memory are positive-edge-triggered, some are negative-edge-triggered and others are dual-edge-triggered. The overall memory circuit is dual-edge-triggered and the testing circuits are thus also dual-edge-triggered.

The implemented Charge Pump circuit is shown in Figure 5.5. The design uses a voltage doubler\[62\],\[63\],\[64\] and a diode-connected MOSFET. The Charge Pump is built using 2.5 V transistors while the rest of the circuit uses 1.2 V transistors. The doubler portion of the circuit produces about 1.8 V, and a diode-connected MOSFET is used to reduce it to about 1.65 V. The diode-connected MOSFET also makes it possible to supply $V_{DDH}$ externally without shorting it with any of the internal signals.

The Addressing Circuit is implemented as a shift register similar to\[65\]. This circuit is powered by the $V_{DDH}$ voltage generated in the Charge Pump. This voltage is higher than the chip’s $V_{DD}$ voltage to allow charging of memory capacitors to full $V_{DD}$ through n-type transistors. Given that the Addressing Circuit operates at a higher voltage than the rest of the chip, logic level converters are used for interfacing between the two voltage domains. The only signals that are interfaced in this way are the clock signals and the reset signal. Clock gating is employed to only clock the active portions of the shift register.

The memory is tested using the pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) implemented as a linear-feedback shift register (LFSR). The LFSR generates a repeating pattern of 8-bit numbers with the repetition period of 255 cycles using the feedback polynomial $x^8+x^6+x^5+x^4+1$. During the operation the Addressing Circuit continuously traverses the entire memory address space in a cyclical manner. In every clock cycle the output from the LFSR is written into the current memory.
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Figure 5.6: The layout of the designed memory prototype.

address. Given that the memory holds 1024 8-bit numbers and that $1024 \mod 255 = 4$, the current value that is read from the memory is 4 cycles behind the LFSR output. This is exploited for verification purposes: every LFSR output is delayed in the Delay Register by 4 cycles and compared to the current value from the memory in the Comparator. The Comparator’s output is provided at the chip’s output. Thus, logic 1 at the Comparator’s output corresponds to the correct operation of the memory.

The designed layout of the overall circuit is shown in Figure 5.6. The corresponding photo of the fabricated chip is shown in Figure 5.7.

5.3 Testing setup

The schematic diagram of the testing circuit with this chip is shown in Figure 5.8. The IC was designed to implement all the necessary testing circuits internally so
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Figure 5.7: The chip photo of the fabricated memory prototype.

Figure 5.8: Schematic of the test circuit with the fabricated chip.
that no complex external circuitry would be required to test its operation. The external circuit includes a 1.2 V power supply, the variable voltage supply for the Clock Generator’s VCO frequency control and an oscilloscope with 100 MHz of analog bandwidth. The IC’s self-test circuits begin operating as soon as the chip is powered on. The chip uses multiple VDD pins to allow independent power supply and separate verification of the internal testing circuits, the charge pump and the clock generator.

The inputs to the chip are the two reset signals “R” and “R_CK” for the internal testing circuits and the clock generator respectively, the VCO frequency control pin “V_CK_ctrl,” and the “V_cap_ctrl” pin. The latter is connected to the n-wells of all the memory cells’ varactors. Thus, the voltage at the “V_cap_ctrl” pin could be used to influence the capacitance of memory cells. However, for thick-oxide varactors the capacitance tunability range is low especially for the control voltages in the range from 0 V to 1.2 V. The “V_cap_ctrl” pin is set to ground during testing.

The outputs from this chip are the following:

- The “CK_out” signal which is one eighth of the frequency of the internal clock signal;
- The “vdd_H” pin is internally connected to the output of the Charge Pump; this voltage can also be set externally;
- The “E” output from the Comparator which is “1” when the memory operates correctly and “0” otherwise;
- The “mem_state” signal which is one of the control signals for the internal multiplexers; during the correct operation this signal has a 25% duty cycle at one fourth of the clock frequency;
- “V_precharge” which is the analog precharge voltage for the bitlines; this pin is nominally at 0.5VDD generated internally with an active voltage divider.

### 5.4 Test results

The Charge Pump was tested first. Figure 5.9 shows the oscilloscope trace of the VDDH voltage at the chip’s output during steady-state operation. The trace shows steady voltage at about 1.65 V which is higher than the power supply’s 1.2 V as is shown in the figure. It was found that the charge pump does not maintain its high voltage well when the VCO frequency is low which is illustrated in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 that show the VDDH versus the VCO control voltage. For this reason VDDH was supplied externally when testing low-frequency performance of the memory.

Figure 5.12 shows the “E” signal indicating the correctness of operation versus the VCO control voltage. The figure shows that the memory needs a certain minimum clock frequency to operate correctly. When the frequency is reduced, the chip reports that the memory operates inconsistently with some values being read correctly and some incorrectly. The memory was also observed to take a few seconds to a few minutes to begin failing when the clock frequency is low.

Figure 5.13 shows the correct “CK_out” and “mem_state” signal traces when the clock frequency is low indicating correct operation of the clock generator and memory state circuits. Figure 5.14 shows the “CK_out” and “E” signals for the case of about 8 MHz of internal clock frequency. As shown in the figure, the chip reports correct operation. Figure 5.15 shows the chip reporting correct operation for the case of about 387 MHz of internal clock frequency. Given that this is a
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Figure 5.9: Oscilloscope traces of (CH1, blue) the power supply voltage and (CH2, red) the output voltage of the charge pump during operation at high clock frequencies.

Figure 5.10: Oscilloscope traces of (CH1, blue) the VCO control voltage and (CH2, red) the output voltage of the charge pump when the VCO control voltage is varied manually. Note the different voltage scales for the two traces.
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Figure 5.11: Oscilloscope traces of (CH1, blue) the VCO control voltage and (CH2, red) the output voltage of the charge pump when the VCO control voltage is generated externally to be a low-frequency sawtooth wave.

Figure 5.12: Voltage traces of (CH1, blue) the VCO control voltage and (CH2, red) the “E” signal which indicates correctness of operation as reported by the built-in self-test circuits.
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Figure 5.13: Correct traces of (CH1, blue) the “CK_out” and (CH2, red) the “mem_state” signals which are respectively one eighth and one fourth of the internal clock frequency.

dual-edge-triggered circuit, this performance is equivalent to a 773 MHz clock for a single-edge-triggered case.

Figure 5.16 shows that the circuit operates correctly at 77 MHz of output clock frequency. The memory was found to be begin failing at about 78 MHz of output clock frequency as shown in Figure 5.17. This corresponds to about 625 MHz of internal clock frequency. Given that the memory and testing circuits are dual-edge-triggered, this performance is equivalent to the clock rate of more than 1.2 GHz for single-edge-triggered circuits.

5.5 Conclusion

The 130 nm prototype of the new dynamic memory suitable for CMACs with a large number of accumulators was fabricated and tested. The memory implements a sequential access scheme and novel open-loop sensing to increase both its timing and power performance. The memory was found to work correctly at cycle times as low as 0.8 ns, which is equivalent to the 1.2 GHz performance for single-edge-triggered circuits. Achieving the high clock frequency for which the memory begins to fail was crucial to its verification. Rather than seeing the built-in self-test output stuck at 1, the existence of the upper limit on the memory’s performance effectively proves the correct operation of the memory and the internal testing circuits.
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Figure 5.14: Voltage traces of (CH1) the “CK_out” and (CH2) the correctness “E” signals as reported by the chip at a low clock frequency. The memory operates correctly.

Figure 5.15: Voltage traces of (CH1) the “CK_out” and (CH2) the correctness “E” signals at 773 MHz of internal VCO frequency. The “CK_out” trace does not appear to be square wave because of the 100 MHz bandwidth limit of the oscilloscope.
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Figure 5.16: Voltage traces of (CH1) the “CK_out” and (CH2) the correctness “E” signals when the VCO is at about 1.2 GHz. The memory works correctly. The “CK_out” trace does not appear to be a square wave because of the 100 MHz bandwidth limit of the oscilloscope.

Figure 5.17: Voltage traces of (CH1, blue) the “CK_out” and (CH2, red) the correctness “E” signals as reported by the chip when the VCO is at above 1.2 GHz. This is the clock frequency for which the memory begins to fail. The “CK_out” trace does not appear to be a square wave because of the 100 MHz bandwidth limit of the oscilloscope.
Chapter 6

SerDes I/O design

Some SKA antennas are envisioned to be generating about 1 Tbps of data per antenna. This creates a very data- and I/O-intensive signal processing task, where the challenge is not only to be able to process the data but also to be able to deliver it to places where it is processed. This challenge applies to the design of large and efficient memories that can support very high bandwidths while being power-efficient and also to the design of I/O circuits.

It was estimated in [40] for a proposed implementation of the input-buffered FX correlator architecture that the performance of each processing unit will be limited by the available chip I/O resources, which is mostly due to the cost concerns of ASIC IP blocks for high-speed SerDes I/O circuits. This example demonstrates that performant I/O circuits are key to the effective implementation of a modern correlator architecture. The design of SerDes I/O represents a greater challenge than the design of mostly digital circuits that have been presented in this work so far. From the point of view of IC design, the most complicated part of an ASIC correlator implementation is the I/O.

This chapter presents the design of a prototype 15 Gbps transmitter circuit. This is a full-rate design of the source-series terminated type. A high-level diagram of the presented design is shown in Figure 6.1. The chapter introduces the designed circuits including the LVDS clock reference amplifier, the PLL, the serialiser, the driver and ancillary circuits such as the biasing circuits.

6.1 Analog design

The transmitter design uses analog circuits to a greater extent than the designs presented in previous chapters do. Because of the high clock rate at which some transmitter circuits operate, some digital circuits have to be designed with the care of analog ones.

Some of the features that high-rate circuits operating close to the limits of the underlying technology have to additionally consider throughout the design cycle include PVT variations and parasitic effects. An example of a circuit implemented

![Figure 6.1: Block-level diagram of the transmitter circuit.](image-url)
Figure 6.2: The layout of the self-biased folded cascode differential amplifier.

with the minimisation of these effects in mind is a self-biased folded cascode amplifier from [58] whose designed layout is shown in Figure 6.2. Transistors of this circuit were designed to be multiples of the same width, making it possible to align the edges of diffusion areas and maintain a constant separation between n-type and p-type transistors. Transistors are stacked and every transistor stack is terminated with a dummy transistor on both sides to reduce the impact of the lateral proximity of each gate to isolation. This includes single transistors that are created as a stack of three transistors including two dummy ones. In the figure, dummy transistors are marked with red. Transistor gates are oriented in the same direction and maintain a constant pitch. In this circuit, the direction of matched currents is the same. Matched transistors also match antenna ratios. One of the features of this 28 nm technology is that metal interconnects are subject to corrections termed catastrophic optical proximity corrections that may change widths and placements of some metal wires thus having an impact on the modelled parasitics. In this case, layouts were designed to avoid being subject to such corrections.

6.2 LVDS clock reference receiver

The LVDS [66] clock reference receiver is one of the simplest circuits of this transmitter. The circuit accepts a 312.5 MHz clock from an external oscillator such as [67]. The diagram of the implemented circuit is shown in Figure 6.3. The 100 Ω
resistor is implemented using parallel resistor stripes that can be turned in or out to control the value of this resistor similarly to the approach of [68]. Such simple resistor tuning scheme is possible because of the relatively low input signal frequency of 312.5 MHz.

The LVDS receiver amplifier is implemented as a two-stage amplifier consisting of a differential pair and a self-biased folded cascode amplifier. These circuits are designed using 1.8 V transistors that are capable of operating at 2.2 V in line with the LVDS standard. The layout of the designed amplifiers is shown in Figure 6.4.

6.3 Phased-locked loop design

The PLL design includes the LC-tank VCO, the frequency divider and the charge pump circuits. Initially, the PLL was created as a conventional type II PLL design [69, Ch. 5]. Later, the digital control of the VCO frequency was incorporated along with the analog fine-tuning.

The oscillator is the LC-tank oscillator, which is common in implementations of I/O circuits [70], [71]. The schematic diagram of the implemented VCO is shown in Figure 6.5 and is similar to the design in [72] except that the biasing transistor is removed. The capacitor is implemented as a parallel connection of several varactors. The voltage on the varactors controls the capacitance of these devices, which in turn controls the oscillation frequency. The designed VCO nominally oscillates at 15 GHz and can be tuned within 0.5 GHz of its nominal value. Although multiple sources include recommendations on how to optimise the designs of such oscillators [73], [74], most of the published SerDes designs that are similar to this work have not followed it and have found the quality of their oscillators to be acceptable. In this case, the sizes of passive devices such as inductors were changed so as to have a smaller circuit footprint at some expense of oscillator quality.

The VCO frequency is controlled digitally with a 4-bit number. A fifth “bit” is the analog control that partially overlaps in control strength with the two least significant bits of the digital control. This analog control enables fine tuning of the VCO frequency. This digital control scheme reduces the oscillator noise as was found in [75] and [72]. It is interesting that once the digital control has been incorporated into the VCO, the mismatch between the p-type and n-type transistor currents of the VCO’s charge pump became largely irrelevant. The initial version of the charge pump used a current reference and current mirrors to match the two currents, which were removed in the final version. The simulated design was found to achieve a correct lock state in cases of a 10x mismatch in both n-type and p-type transistors.

The frequency divider implements a fixed divide-by-48 circuit. This is achieved using a divide-by-16 circuit constructed with rail-to-rail logic flip-flops from [76] and a divide-by-3 Johnson counter, which is usually a divide-by-6 circuit only in this case it is dual-edge-triggered. This PLL is thus a frequency multiplier, which takes a 312.5 MHz reference signal and outputs 15 GHz.

6.4 Serialiser

The serialiser implements a 66-to-1 serialisation. Each transmitted frame is 66 bits including the 2 frame bits and the 64 data bits as is used in the 64b/66b line
Figure 6.4: The layout of the designed clock reference input amplifier.
encoding. Initially, the serialiser structure was designed to follow [77] and [78] as a 64-to-1 serialiser. In this design the framing bits were inserted into the stream by pausing the serialiser clock. This approach was found to be worse than the direct 66-to-1 serialisation that has ultimately been used in these circuits.

The 66-to-1 serialiser consists of two 33-to-1 and one 2-to-1 serialiser. The two 33-to-1 serialisers take at their inputs odd and even bits of the 66-bit frame, which are then serialised with a 2-to-1 multiplexer circuit of [79] into a single stream. Each 33-to-1 serialiser consists of three 11-to-1 and one 3-to-1 serialisers. The 11-to-1 and 3-to-1 serialisers use a token-ring structure whereby only one element outputs its value onto a common bus.

Layouts of the 3-to-1, 11-to-1 and combined 66-to-1 serialisers are shown in Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 respectively. The combined design was simulated and was found to work across the entire space of PVT variations in the presence of RLC parasitics at above 20 GHz.

6.5 Scrambler

The scrambler is essential in the design of the high-speed I/O. The purpose of the scrambler is to remove the DC component of the output signal and ensure frequent signal transitions. Multiple scrambler designs are possible [80]. The common scrambler design which would have some degree of compatibility with other SerDes designs is the LFSR design of the Ethernet standard specified in [81, Sec. 49.2.6]. The specified LFSR is a self-synchronous scrambler design [82], which would have to be converted into a parallel structure for high-speed operation using methods such as [83], [84]. For the purposes of this prototype, a parallel scrambler design was created based on the “xorshift” PRNG [85]. The implemented version of the “xorshift” generator was chosen to be the recommended version in [86].

6.6 Predriver

The predriver circuit amplifies the digital stream from the serialiser to drive the output driver. One of the issues of full-rate designs is that the serialised signal includes the delay of the flip-flop that generates it, which is not the case with
Figure 6.6: The layout of the 3-to-1 serialiser.
Figure 6.7: The layout of the 11-to-1 serialiser.
Figure 6.8: The layout of the 66-to-1 serialiser.
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Figure 6.9: The layout of the predriver circuit.

half-rate designs. The issue is that the timings of flip-flop output transitions is not
the same for 1-to-0 and 0-to-1 transitions. This design incorporates special buffer
circuits from such flip-flops that use C-elements to even-out the differences in the
timings of 1-to-0 and 0-to-1 transitions. The C-elements also play a role in the
signal amplification. The layout of the designed predriver is shown in Figure 6.9.

6.7 Output driver

The output driver is a voltage-mode driver of the source-series terminated type [87],
[88]. Advantages of this driver type over current-mode logic (CML) drivers include
lower power consumption, larger swing and support for multiple termination
voltages [89]. The schematic diagram of the designed driver is shown in Figure
6.10. This SST driver is structured after the recommended design in [90] and [91].
The overall layout of the driver is shown in Figure 6.11.

6.7.1 Feed-forward equaliser

The driver implements a 4-tap FFE with one post-emphasis and two pre-emphasis
taps. The driver consists of five driving segments for the 4 taps of the FFE and
for the amplitude tuning segment. The driver essentially drives four signal bits
at once with their relative driving strengths controlled by the FFE settings. The
driving strength of each segment is controlled by an analog signal generated by
the biasing circuit.

Most of the previously reported SST designs construct the driver from a large
number of smaller slices, each of which has its own predriver, e.g. [92], [93]. This
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Figure 6.10: The schematic diagram of the designed SST driver.

6.7.2 Impedance tuning

The impedance of the driver is tuned using three different methods that work together. The first method uses the adjustment of the driver’s bias voltages. The second and third methods adjust the termination resistor. The combination of these methods ensures that the output impedance is 50 Ω and that the driver’s transistors are always in the triode region for high linearity.

The replica biasing circuit of Section 6.8 controls bias voltages. The second method controls the value of the termination resistor by turning in or out 16 transmission gates connected in parallel with the resistor. The third method controls voltages that are supplied to transmission gates implementing finer control over the impedance of the transmission gates. Figure 6.12 shows the layout of the impedance-tuning transmission gates.

6.7.3 ESD protection

Diode-triggered SCR ESD [94] protection is employed. This ESD protection circuit includes the use of a T-coil [95]. The ESD protection circuit serves not only to protect internal circuitry from external ESD events, but also to significantly extend the bandwidth of the circuit as explained in [96], [97], [98].

A version of the same ESD protection circuit was designed with an asymmetric T-coil. In this design, the inductor’s centre tap is moved away from a symmetric position to further improve the bandwidth characteristics of the transmitter. It was found that the asymmetric design may not be necessary for a 15 Gbps circuit but may be necessary for faster designs.

6.8 Driver biasing

The biasing circuit for this design was inspired by the designs in [99] and [100]. Several replicas of the entire driver are implemented inside the biasing circuit. Replicas use the same transistor widths as the driver but reduce the number of
Figure 6.11: The layout of the implemented SST driver. The image shows one half of the pseudo-differential driver design.
Figure 6.12: The layout of the transmission gates that can be used to regulate the driver’s impedance.
Figure 6.13: The layout of the bias generator circuit.
Figure 6.14: The layout view of the replica biasing transistors within the biasing circuit.
transistor fingers by a factor of 20. These biasing circuits ensure that for each of the driver's segments n-type and p-type circuit parts have equal impedance. They also match the overall driving strength of these segments to a tunable resistor, which is the first method of tuning the driver's impedance given in Section 6.7.2.

All FFE, impedance and amplitude tuning parameters are 8-bit numbers, which is higher than usual for SST driver designs. Several R-2R ladder DACs \([101]\) were implemented to generate analog voltages from these numbers.

It was found from previous fabrications in 130 nm that standard voltage dividers are not always precise, thus an active voltage divider of \([102]\) was implemented to provide a precise \(0.5V_{DD}\) voltage reference for the voltage comparators.

The layout of the overall biasing circuit is shown in Figure 6.13. The view of the replica bias segments is shown in Figure 6.14. There are about two orders of magnitude more dummy transistors than actual replica biasing transistors for precision and good matching among the replica transistors.

### 6.9 Conclusion

High-performance SerDes transmitter design was implemented in the 28 nm CMOS technology. The implemented circuits include the voltage-mode source-series terminated driver. The driver of this type is generally more efficient than the common current-mode logic driver. The driver was designed to include a number of features including the 4-tap FFE with 8-bit taps, output signal amplitude tuning and impedance tuning. The impedance is tuned by adjusting the driving strength of the driver and by adjusting the termination resistor. The termination resistor can be controlled by connecting transmission gates in parallel with it and also by adjusting their controlling analog voltages, which enables very fine control of the driver's behaviour. The designed digital circuits include the serialiser whose circuits are capable of delivering higher performance and thus can be used in a more advanced future design.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

The thesis presented the work that stemmed from the research into the implementation of the X part of very large FX correlators. The main processing circuit of the correlator, namely the CMAC, was designed in Chapter 2 using the high-performance 28 nm CMOS technology. The designs achieved 1.94 mW and 3.27 mW at the clock rates of 2 GHz and 1.2 GHz for the 4-bit and 8-bit CMACs respectively. The design effort for Chapter 2 led to the creation of numerous circuit cells that then became the building blocks of other digital designs in this work.

CMACs have to be incorporated into an implementation of a correlator architecture in order to be useful. Chapter 3 considered the input-buffered correlator approach that can be implemented using standard design techniques and available IP blocks such as the RAM memory. After researching input-buffering, it was noticed that the standard CMAC can be improved to include more than one accumulator, which achieves a significant reduction in the number of input-buffer memory operations in an input-buffer architecture that was previously proposed for an ASIC implementation. More specifically, using 3 accumulators per CMAC was shown to reduce the utilisation of the internal memory of the processing unit by more than a third while reducing the CMAC's own power dissipation due to reduced switching activity within its multiplier circuits.

The research into the efficient design of digital circuits led to the effort of designing better accumulator circuits implemented as static flip-flops. Chapter 4 presented the designs of novel dual-edge triggered flip-flops that use C-elements to reduce their power dissipation due to glitches at their inputs. These glitches often happen in deep combinational logic circuits such as multipliers and large adder trees.

The idea of using multiple accumulators in every CMAC was extended to its maximum in Chapter 5 where each CMAC was considered to include as many accumulators as there are frequency channels. This approach removes the need for any input buffering yet it imposes high technical requirements for the memory that implements these accumulators. The proposed memory control circuits were implemented and prototyped in a 130 nm CMOS technology. These circuits can be used as control circuits for the eDRAM memory cells to improve upon eDRAM's performance and power dissipation.

The experience of designing and analysing circuit topologies gained in the design of CMACs and dual-edge-triggered flip-flops has been fully utilised and improved upon in the design of I/O circuits as given in Chapter 6. In a high per-
formance correlator with very data-intensive processing, the I/O implementation is just as important as the implementation of the processing circuits, and would usually be considerably more complicated. The chapter presented full-rate transmitter design achieves 15 Gbps and includes numerous analog circuits that were necessary to implement such a design.

7.2 Suggestions for future work

The presented work can be improved upon in several different ways. Chapters 2 and 3 implemented CMACs and proposed an improved input-buffered architecture that can utilise these CMACs. An implementation of the considered architecture could be used in the design of a general correlator which would be useful in a variety of present and future multi-antenna radio telescopes. The next logical step would be to design an actual implementation of this architecture, which would involve more digital design and more integration among the already designed circuits.

The work on the output-buffer memory in Chapter 5 could be promising mainly because it removes the complicated input buffer from the correlator implementation and replaces it with a per-CMAC output buffer. The presented memory control circuits can be implemented in a modern CMOS technology using actual DRAM cells to evaluate its performance and suitability for this task.

The I/O can be improved on in several ways. Firstly, 15 Gbps is far from the limit of this 28 nm technology. One relatively simple way of improving the I/O's performance is to create a half-rate version of the presented full-rate circuit which would double the achieved line data rate. Many of the existing I/O circuits were designed with this in mind as, for example, the serialiser, which already consists of two half-rate 33-to-1 serialisers. These smaller serialisers can be used on their own in a half-rate design. In a half-rate I/O circuit, the data is serialised to the line rate at the driver itself, which complicates the driver construction. Yet the overall SST driver architecture stays the same in this case.

Many of the presented circuits including the I/O were designed conservatively while following technology recommendations and manufacturability guidelines. It is possible that better practical circuit characteristics and performance can be achieved when a less stringent approach is adopted.
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Appendix A

CMAC multiplier netlists

This appendix includes the netlists of the adder tree implementations for the 4-bit and 8-bit CMAC designs. The implemented trees were given in illustrations in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 for the 4-bit and 8-bit CMACs respectively. The input into the circuits consists of the four numbers \( a, b, c \) and \( d \) that correspond to the four variables in (2.2). Throughout the designs, “b” after the signal name is used to indicate inversion on that signal.

There are several types of signals within adder trees. Partial products have the format \( PX_Y \), where \( X \) differentiates partial products from different multiplications and \( Y \) denotes the weight of the given bit. Bit weights start from 0 for the least significant weight. Within the tree, sum signals are denoted as \( SX_Y \), where \( X \) and \( Y \) denote the tree stage and the signal weight respectively. Tree stages are numbered sequentially and start from 0. The carry signals are denoted as \( CX_Y_Z \), where \( X \) is the tree stage, \( Y \) is the bit weight at which the carry was generated and \( Z \) is the actual weight of the carry. \( R<X> \) stands for a bit of the final result of weight \( X \). In case there are multiple signals for the same tree stage and weight, postfix \( <X> \) is used to differentiate between such signals.

A.1 4-bit CMAC

************************************************************************
* Library Name: CMACs
* Cell Name: DETFF_Re_9_CMAC
* View Name: schematic
************************************************************************
.SUBCKT DETFF_Re_9_CMAC CK_in D<0> D<1> D<2> D<3> D<4> D<5> D<6> D<7> D<8> + Q<0> Q<1> Q<2> Q<3> Q<4> Q<5> Q<6> Q<7> Q<8> Qb<0> Qb<1> Qb<2> Qb<3> Qb<4> + Qb<5> Qb<6> Qb<7> Qb<8> Rb_in vdd
*.PININFO D<8>:I Q<0>:O Q<1>:O Q<2>:O Q<3>:O Q<4>:O Q<5>:O Q<6>:O
*.PININFO Q<7>:O Q<8>:O Qb<0>:O Qb<1>:O Qb<2>:O Qb<3>:O Qb<4>:O Qb<5>:O
*.PININFO Qb<6>:O Qb<7>:O Qb<8>:O vdd:B
XI23 D<3> P Pb Q<3> Qb<3> R vdd / pulsed_latch_S
XI27 D<8> P Pb Q<8> Qb<8> R vdd / pulsed_latch_S
XI42 Rb_in Rb R vdd / buffer
XI20 CK_in CK CKb vdd / buffer
XI22 CK CKb P Pb vdd / pulse_generator
XI30 D<7> P Pb Q<7> Qb<7> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI24 D<4> P Pb Q<4> Qb<4> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI25 D<6> P Pb Q<6> Qb<6> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI26 D<5> P Pb Q<5> Qb<5> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
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XI2 CK CKb D<2> Q<2> Qb<2> R vdd / DETFF_S
XI1 CK CKb D<1> Q<1> Qb<1> R vdd / DETFF_S
XI0 CK CKb D<0> Q<0> Qb<0> R vdd / DETFF_S
.ENDS

************************************************************************
* Library Name: CMACs
* Cell Name: DETFF_Im_9_CMAC
* View Name: schematic
************************************************************************
.SUBCKT DETFF_Im_9_CMAC CK_in D<0> D<1> D<2> D<3> D<4> D<5> D<6> D<7> D<8> + Q<0> Q<1> Q<2> Q<3> Q<4> Q<5> Q<6> Q<7> Q<8> Qb<0> Qb<1> Qb<2> Qb<3> Qb<4> + Qb<5> Qb<6> Qb<7> Qb<8> Rb_in vdd
XI27 D<8> P Pb Q<8> Qb<8> R vdd / pulsed_latch_S
XI42 Rb_in Rb vdd / buffer
XI20 CK_in CK CKb vdd / buffer
XI22 CK CKb P Pb vdd / pulse_generator
XI30 D<7> P Pb Q<7> Qb<7> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI23 D<3> P Pb Q<3> Qb<3> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI24 D<4> P Pb Q<4> Qb<4> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI25 D<6> P Pb Q<6> Qb<6> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI26 D<5> P Pb Q<5> Qb<5> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI12 CK CKb D<2> Q<2> Qb<2> R vdd / DETFF_S
XI11 CK CKb D<1> Q<1> Qb<1> R vdd / DETFF_S
XI10 CK CKb D<0> Q<0> Qb<0> R vdd / DETFF_S
.ENDS

************************************************************************
* Library Name: CMACs
* Cell Name: CMUL_4bit_Re
* View Name: schematic
************************************************************************
.SUBCKT CMUL_4bit_Re CK_in Resetb Y<8> Y<7> Y<6> Y<5> Y<4> Y<3> Y<2> Y<1> Y<0> + Yb<8> Yb<7> Yb<6> Yb<5> Yb<4> Yb<3> Yb<2> Yb<1> Yb<0> a<3> a<2> a<1> a<0> + ab<3> ab<2> ab<1> ab<0> b<3> b<2> b<1> b<0> bb<3> bb<2> bb<1> bb<0> c<3> + c<2> c<1> c<0> cb<3> cb<2> cb<1> cb<0> d<3> d<2> d<1> d<0> db<3> db<2> db<1> + db<0> vdd
XI37 d<3> b<3> P1_6 vdd / nand2
XI33 d<2> b<2> P1_4<1> vdd / nand2
XI30 d<2> b<1> P1_3<2> vdd / nand2
XI29 d<2> b<0> P1_2<2> vdd / nand2
XI28 d<1> b<1> P1_3<1> vdd / nand2
XI27 d<1> b<1> P1_2<1> vdd / nand2
XI26 d<1> b<0> P1_1<1> vdd / nand2
XI24 d<0> b<0> P1_2<0> vdd / nand2
XI23 d<0> b<1> P1_1<0> vdd / nand2
XI22 d<0> b<0> P1_0 vdd / nand2
XI21 a<3> c<3> P0_6 vdd / nand2
XI11 a<2> c<2> P0_4<1> vdd / nand2
XI10 a<2> c<1> P0_3<2> vdd / nand2
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XI9 a<2> c<0> P0_2<2> vdd / nand2
XI7 a<1> c<2> P0_3<1> vdd / nand2
XI6 a<1> c<1> P0_2<1> vdd / nand2
XI5 a<1> c<0> P0_1<1> vdd / nand2
XI2 a<0> c<2> P0_2<0> vdd / nand2
XI1 a<0> c<1> P0_1<0> vdd / nand2
XI0 a<0> c<0> P0_0 vdd / nand2
XI64 CK_in Rb<0> Rb<1> Rb<2> Rb<3> R<4> R<5> R<6> R<7> Rb<8> Yb<0> Yb<1> Yb<2> + Yb<3> Y<4> Y<5> Y<6> Y<7> Yb<8> Y<0> Y<1> Y<2> Y<3> Yb<4> Yb<5> Yb<6> Yb<7> + Y<8> Resetb vdd / DETFF_Re_9_CMAC
XI58 C2_2_3b S2_3b C3_3_4b Rb<3> vdd / HA_pt
XI54 C1_2_3b S1_2b C2_3_3b Rb<2> vdd / HA_pt
XI30 P0_0 P1_0 C0_0_1b Rb<0> vdd / HA_pt
XI61 S1_6b C2_5_6b C3_6_7b S3_6b vdd / FA_pt
XI60 S2_5b C2_4_5b C3_5_6b S3_5b vdd / FA_pt
XI59 S2_4b C2_3_4b C3_4_5b S3_4b vdd / FA_pt
XI57 S1_5b C0_4_5b<0> C0_4_5b<1> C2_4_5b S2_5b vdd / FA_pt
XI56 S1_4b C1_3_4b<0> C0_3_4b<1> C2_3_4b S2_4b vdd / FA_pt
XI55 S1_3b<0> S1_3b<1> C1_2_3b C2_3_4b S2_3b vdd / FA_pt
XI53 C0_5_6b P0_6 P1_6 C1_6_7b S1_6b vdd / FA_pt
XI51 S0_4b<0> S0_4b<1> C0_3_4b<0> C1_4_5b S1_4b vdd / FA_pt
XI50 P1_3<3> C0_2_3b<0> S0_2_3b<0> C1_3_4b<1> S1_3b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI49 S0_3b<0> S0_3b<1> P1_3<2> C1_3_4b<0> S1_3b<0> vdd / FA_pt
XI48 S0_2b<0> S0_2b<1> C0_1_2b C1_2_3b S1_2b vdd / FA_pt
XI47 S0_1b C0_0_1b P1_1<1> C1_1_2b Rb<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI46 P0_5<0> P0_5<1> C0_5_6b S0_5b vdd / FA_pt
XI45 P1_4<0> P1_4<1> C0_4_5b<0> S0_4b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI44 P0_4<0> P0_4<1> C0_4_5b<0> S0_4b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI42 P0_3<0> P1_3<0> C0_3_4b<0> S0_3b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI41 P1_2<0> P1_2<1> C0_2_3b<0> S0_2b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI40 P0_2<0> P0_2<1> C0_2_3b<0> S0_2b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI39 P0_1<0> P0_1<1> C0_1_2b S0_1b vdd / FA_pt
XI35 P1_5<0> S0_5b C0_5_6b S1_5b vdd / HA_add_1_pt
XI32 P1_3<0> C0_3_4b<1> S0_3b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI31 P1_2<0> C0_2_3b<0> S0_2b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI30 P0_2<0> P0_2<1> C0_2_3b<0> S0_2b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI29 P0_1<0> P0_1<1> C0_1_2b S0_1b vdd / FA_pt
XI25 P1_5<1> S0_5b C1_5_6b S1_5b vdd / HA_add_1_pt
XI22 P1_3<1> C0_3_4b<1> S0_3b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI21 P1_2<1> C0_2_3b<0> S0_2b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI20 P0_2<0> P0_2<1> C0_2_3b<0> S0_2b<1> vdd / FA_pt
XI19 P0_1<0> P0_1<1> C0_1_2b S0_1b vdd / FA_pt
XI18 P0_0<0> P0_0<1> C0_0_1b S0_0b vdd / FA_pt
XI17 P1_0<0> P1_0<1> C0_0_1b S0_0b vdd / FA_pt
XI16 C3_3_4b C3_4_5b C3_5_6b C3_6_7b S3_4b C3_5_6b C3_6_7b LL Rb<8> R<4> + R<5> R<6> R<7> vdd / CLA4
MP3 net014 net014 vdd vdd pfet m=1 w=269n l=30n nf=1.0 pccrit=1 as=26.9f + ad=26.9f ps=738n pd=738n sa=115n sb=115n sd=100n ptwell=0 ngcon=1 p_la=0
MN1 LL net014 gnd! gnd! nfet m=1 w=180n l=30n nf=1.0 pccrit=1 as=18f ad=18f + ps=560n pd=560n sa=115n sb=115n sd=100n ptwell=0 ngcon=1 p_la=0
XI36 db<3> bb<2> P1_5<1> vdd / nor2_alt
XI35 db<3> bb<1> P1_4<2> vdd / nor2_alt
XI34 db<2> bb<3> P1_5<0> vdd / nor2_alt
XI32 db<1> bb<3> P1_4<0> vdd / nor2_alt
XI31 db<3> bb<0> P1_3<3> vdd / nor2_alt
XI25 db<0> bb<3> P1_3<0> vdd / nor2_alt
XI17 ab<3> cb<0> P0_3<3> vdd / nor2_alt
XI19 ab<3> cb<2> P0_5<1> vdd / nor2_alt
XI18 ab<3> cb<1> P0_4<2> vdd / nor2_alt
XI12 ab<2> cb<3> P0_5<0> vdd / nor2_alt
XI18 ab<1> cb<3> P0_4<0> vdd / nor2_alt
XI4 ab<0> cb<3> P0_3<0> vdd / nor2_alt

ENDS
```

************************************************************************
* Library Name: CMACs  
* Cell Name: CMUL_4bit_Im  
* View Name: schematic  
************************************************************************

.*SUBCKT CMUL_4bit_Im CK_in Resetb Y<8> Y<7> Y<6> Y<5> Y<4> Y<3> Y<2> Y<1> Y<0> + Yb<8> Yb<7> Yb<6> Yb<5> Yb<4> Yb<3> Yb<2> Yb<1> Yb<0> a<3> a<2> a<1> a<0>
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X180 db<0> ab<0> P1_0 vdd / nor2_alt
X179 db<0> ab<1> P1_1<0> vdd / nor2_alt
X178 db<0> ab<2> P1_2<0> vdd / nor2_alt
X177 bb<3> cb<0> P0_3<3> vdd / nor2_alt
X176 bb<3> cb<2> P0_5<1> vdd / nor2_alt
X175 bb<3> cb<1> P0_4<2> vdd / nor2_alt
X174 bb<3> cb<3> P0_5<0> vdd / nor2_alt
X18 bb<1> cb<3> P0_4<0> vdd / nor2_alt
X14 bb<0> cb<3> P0_3<0> vdd / nor2_alt
MP3 net014 net014 vdd vdd pfet m=1 w=269n l=30n nf=1.0 pccrit=1 as=26.9f
+ ad=26.9f ps=736n pd=736n sa=115n sb=115n sd=100n ptwell=0 ngcon=1 p_la=0
MN1 LL net014 gnd! gnd! nfet m=1 w=180n l=30n nf=1.0 pccrit=1 as=18f ad=18f
+ ps=560n pd=560n sa=115n sb=115n sd=100n ptwell=0 ngcon=1 p_la=0
X162 C3_2 3b C3_3 4b C3_4 5b C3_5 6b C3_6 7b S3_3b S3_4b S3_5b S3_6b C1_6 7b
+ LL Rb<8> R<3> R<4> R<5> R<6> R<7> vdd / CLA5
.ENDS

A.2 8-bit CMAC

************************************************************************
* Library Name: CMACs
* Cell Name: DETFF_Re_17_CMAC
* View Name: schematic
************************************************************************
.SUBCKT DETFF_Re_17_CMAC CK_in D<0> D<1> D<2> D<3> D<4> D<5> D<6> D<7> D<8>
+ D<9> D<10> D<11> D<12> D<13> D<14> D<15> D<16> Q<0> Q<1> Q<2> Q<3> Q<4> Q<5>
+ Q<6> Q<7> Q<8> Q<9> Q<10> Q<11> Q<12> Q<13> Q<14> Q<15> Q<16> Qb<0> Qb<1>
+ Qb<2> Qb<3> Qb<4> Qb<5> Qb<6> Qb<7> Qb<8> Qb<9> Qb<10> Qb<11> Qb<12> Qb<13>
+ Qb<14> Qb<15> Qb<16> Rb_in vdd
*.PININFO D<16>:I Rb_in:I Q<0>:O Q<1>:O Q<2>:O Q<3>:O Q<4>:O Q<5>:O Q<6>:O
*.PININFO Q<16>:O Qb<0>:O Qb<1>:O Qb<2>:O Qb<3>:O Qb<4>:O Qb<5>:O Qb<6>:O
*.PININFO Qb<7>:O Qb<8>:O Qb<9>:O Qb<10>:O Qb<11>:O Qb<12>:O Qb<13>:O Qb<14>:O
*.PININFO Qb<15>:O Qb<16>:O vdd:B
X139 CK CKb D<8> Q<8> Qb<8> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
X138 CK CKb D<7> Q<7> Qb<7> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
X136 CK CKb D<9> Q<9> Qb<9> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
X140 CK CKb D<10> Q<10> Qb<10> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
X137 CK CKb D<6> Q<6> Qb<6> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
X142 Rb_in Rb R vdd / buffer
X122 CK CKb P Pb vdd / pulse_generator
X130 D<15> P Pb Q<15> Qb<15> Rb vdd / pulsedLatch
X123 D<11> P Pb Q<11> Qb<11> Rb vdd / pulsedLatch
X124 D<12> P Pb Q<12> Qb<12> Rb vdd / pulsedLatch
X125 D<14> P Pb Q<14> Qb<14> Rb vdd / pulsedLatch
X126 D<13> P Pb Q<13> Qb<13> Rb vdd / pulsedLatch
X20 CK CKb vdd / buffer_strong
X33 CK CKb D<5> Q<5> Qb<5> R vdd / DETFF_S
X32 CK CKb D<4> Q<4> Qb<4> R vdd / DETFF_S
X31 CK CKb D<3> Q<3> Qb<3> R vdd / DETFF_S
X12 CK CKb D<2> Q<2> Qb<2> R vdd / DETFF_S
X11 CK CKb D<1> Q<1> Qb<1> R vdd / DETFF_S
X10 CK CKb D<0> Q<0> Qb<0> R vdd / DETFF_S
X27 D<16> P Pb Q<16> Qb<16> R vdd / pulsedLatch
.ENDS

************************************************************************
* Library Name: CMACs
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* Cell Name: DETFF_Im_17_CMAC
* View Name: schematic

************************************************************************
.SUBCKT DETFF_Im_17_CMAC CK_in D<0> D<1> D<2> D<3> D<4> D<5> D<6> D<7> D<8> + D<9> D<10> D<11> D<12> D<13> D<14> D<15> D<16> Q<0> Q<1> Q<2> Q<3> Q<4> Q<5> + Q<6> Q<7> Q<8> Q<9> Q<10> Q<11> Q<12> Q<13> Q<14> Q<15> Q<16> Qb<0> Qb<1> + Qb<2> Qb<3> Qb<4> Qb<5> Qb<6> Qb<7> Qb<8> Qb<9> Qb<10> Qb<11> Qb<12> Qb<13> + Qb<14> Qb<15> Qb<16> Rb_in vdd
XI39 CK CKb D<8> Q<8> Qb<8> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
XI38 CK CKb D<7> Q<7> Qb<7> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
XI36 CK CKb D<9> Q<9> Qb<9> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
XI40 CK CKb D<10> Q<10> Qb<10> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
XI33 CK CKb D<5> Q<5> Qb<5> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
XI32 CK CKb D<4> Q<4> Qb<4> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
XI37 CK CKb D<6> Q<6> Qb<6> Rb vdd / DETFF_R
XI42 Rb_in Rb R vdd / buffer
XI22 CK CKb P Pb vdd / pulse_generator
XI30 D<15> P Pb Q<15> Qb<15> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI23 D<11> P Pb Q<11> Qb<11> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI24 D<12> P Pb Q<12> Qb<12> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI25 D<14> P Pb Q<14> Qb<14> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI26 D<13> P Pb Q<13> Qb<13> Rb vdd / pulsed_latch
XI20 CK CKb vdd / buffer_strong
XI31 CK CKb Q<3> Q<3> R vdd / DETFF_S
XI2 CK CKb Q<2> Q<2> R vdd / DETFF_S
XI1 CK CKb Q<1> Q<1> R vdd / DETFF_S
XI0 CK CKb Q<0> Q<0> R vdd / DETFF_S
XI27 D<16> P Pb Q<16> Qb<16> R vdd / pulsed_latch_S
.ENDS
************************************************************************

Library Name: CMACs
Cell Name: CMUL_8bit_Re
View Name: schematic

************************************************************************
.SUBCKT CMUL_8bit_Re CK_in Resetb Y<0> Y<1> Y<2> Y<3> Y<4> Y<5> Y<6> Y<7> Y<8> + Y<9> Y<10> Y<11> Y<12> Y<13> Y<14> Y<15> Y<16> Yb<0> Yb<1> Yb<2> Yb<3> Yb<4> + Yb<5> Yb<6> Yb<7> Yb<8> Yb<9> Yb<10> Yb<11> Yb<12> Yb<13> Yb<14> Yb<15> + Yb<16> a<0> a<1> a<2> a<3> a<4> a<5> a<6> a<7> ab<0> ab<1> ab<2> ab<3> ab<4> + ab<5> ab<6> ab<7> b<0> b<1> b<2> b<3> b<4> b<5> b<6> b<7> bb<0> bb<1> bb<2> + bb<3> bb<4> bb<5> bb<6> bb<7> c<0> c<1> c<2> c<3> c<4> c<5> c<6> c<7> cb<0> + cb<1> cb<2> cb<3> cb<4> cb<5> cb<6> cb<7> d<0> d<1> d<2> d<3> d<4> d<5> d<6> + d<7> db<0> db<1> db<2> db<3> db<4> db<5> db<6> db<7> vdd
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```plaintext
* .PININFO Yb<3>:O Yb<4>:O Yb<5>:O Yb<6>:O Yb<7>:O Yb<8>:O Yb<9>:O Yb<10>:O
* .PININFO Yb<11>:O Yb<12>:O Yb<13>:O Yb<14>:O Yb<15>:O Yb<16>:O vdd:B
XI177 d<0> b<4> P1_4<0> vdd / nand2
XI176 d<0> b<5> P1_5<0> vdd / nand2
XI175 d<0> b<6> P1_6<0> vdd / nand2
XI174 d<0> b<1> P1_1<0> vdd / nand2
XI173 d<0> b<2> P1_2<0> vdd / nand2
XI172 d<0> b<3> P1_3<0> vdd / nand2
XI171 d<0> b<0> P1_0 vdd / nand2
XI169 d<1> b<3> P1_4<1> vdd / nand2
XI168 d<1> b<1> P1_2<1> vdd / nand2
XI167 d<1> b<2> P1_3<1> vdd / nand2
XI166 d<1> b<0> P1_1<1> vdd / nand2
XI165 d<1> b<4> P1_5<1> vdd / nand2
XI164 d<1> b<5> P1_6<1> vdd / nand2
XI163 d<1> b<6> P1_7<1> vdd / nand2
XI161 d<2> b<3> P1_5<2> vdd / nand2
XI160 d<2> b<1> P1_3<2> vdd / nand2
XI159 d<2> b<0> P1_2<2> vdd / nand2
XI158 d<2> b<2> P1_4<2> vdd / nand2
XI157 d<2> b<4> P1_6<2> vdd / nand2
XI156 d<2> b<5> P1_7<2> vdd / nand2
XI155 d<2> b<6> P1_8<2> vdd / nand2
XI153 d<3> b<3> P1_6<3> vdd / nand2
XI152 d<3> b<1> P1_4<3> vdd / nand2
XI151 d<3> b<0> P1_3<3> vdd / nand2
XI150 d<3> b<2> P1_5<3> vdd / nand2
XI149 d<3> b<4> P1_7<3> vdd / nand2
XI148 d<3> b<5> P1_8<3> vdd / nand2
XI147 d<3> b<6> P1_9<3> vdd / nand2
XI145 d<4> b<5> P1_9<2> vdd / nand2
XI144 d<4> b<4> P1_8<3> vdd / nand2
XI143 d<4> b<2> P1_6<4> vdd / nand2
XI142 d<4> b<0> P1_4<4> vdd / nand2
XI141 d<4> b<1> P1_5<4> vdd / nand2
XI140 d<4> b<3> P1_7<4> vdd / nand2
XI139 d<4> b<6> P1_10<1> vdd / nand2
XI137 d<5> b<3> P1_8<4> vdd / nand2
XI136 d<5> b<1> P1_6<5> vdd / nand2
XI135 d<5> b<0> P1_5<5> vdd / nand2
XI134 d<5> b<2> P1_7<5> vdd / nand2
XI133 d<5> b<4> P1_9<3> vdd / nand2
XI132 d<5> b<5> P1_10<2> vdd / nand2
XI131 d<5> b<6> P1_11<1> vdd / nand2
XI129 d<6> b<6> P1_12<1> vdd / nand2
XI128 d<6> b<5> P1_11<2> vdd / nand2
XI127 d<6> b<4> P1_10<3> vdd / nand2
XI126 d<6> b<2> P1_8<5> vdd / nand2
XI125 d<6> b<0> P1_6<6> vdd / nand2
XI124 d<6> b<1> P1_7<6> vdd / nand2
XI123 d<6> b<3> P1_9<4> vdd / nand2
XI115 d<7> b<7> P1_14 vdd / nand2
XI109 a<6> c<3> P0_9<4> vdd / nand2
XI108 a<6> c<1> P0_7<6> vdd / nand2
XI107 a<6> c<0> P0_6<6> vdd / nand2
XI106 a<6> c<2> P0_8<5> vdd / nand2
XI105 a<6> c<4> P0_10<3> vdd / nand2
XI104 a<6> c<5> P0_11<2> vdd / nand2
XI103 a<6> c<6> P0_12<1> vdd / nand2
XI101 a<5> c<6> P0_11<1> vdd / nand2
XI100 a<5> c<5> P0_10<2> vdd / nand2
XI99 a<5> c<4> P0_9<3> vdd / nand2
```
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XI198 a<5> c<2> P0_7<5> vdd / nand2
XI197 a<5> c<0> P0_5<5> vdd / nand2
XI196 a<5> c<1> P0_6<5> vdd / nand2
XI195 a<5> c<3> P0_8<4> vdd / nand2
XI192 a<4> c<3> P0_7<4> vdd / nand2
XI191 a<4> c<1> P0_5<4> vdd / nand2
XI190 a<4> c<0> P0_4<5> vdd / nand2
XI189 a<4> c<2> P0_6<4> vdd / nand2
XI188 a<4> c<4> P0_8<3> vdd / nand2
XI187 a<4> c<5> P0_9<2> vdd / nand2
XI186 a<4> c<6> P0_10<1> vdd / nand2
XI184 a<3> c<6> P0_9<1> vdd / nand2
XI183 a<3> c<5> P0_8<2> vdd / nand2
XI182 a<3> c<4> P0_7<3> vdd / nand2
XI181 a<3> c<2> P0_5<3> vdd / nand2
XI180 a<3> c<0> P0_3<3> vdd / nand2
XI179 a<3> c<1> P0_4<3> vdd / nand2
XI178 a<3> c<3> P0_6<3> vdd / nand2
XI177 a<2> c<3> P0_5<2> vdd / nand2
XI176 a<2> c<1> P0_3<2> vdd / nand2
XI175 a<2> c<0> P0_2<2> vdd / nand2
XI173 a<1> c<3> P0_4<1> vdd / nand2
XI172 a<1> c<1> P0_2<1> vdd / nand2
XI171 a<1> c<2> P0_3<1> vdd / nand2
XI174 a<2> c<2> P0_4<2> vdd / nand2
XI69 a<1> c<0> P0_1<1> vdd / nand2
XI68 a<0> c<0> P0_0 vdd / nand2
XI67 a<0> c<3> P0_3<0> vdd / nand2
XI66 a<0> c<2> P0_2<0> vdd / nand2
XI65 a<0> c<1> P0_1<0> vdd / nand2
XI21 a<7> c<7> P0_14 vdd / nand2
XI11 a<2> c<6> P0_8<1> vdd / nand2
XI10 a<2> c<5> P0_7<2> vdd / nand2
XI9 a<2> c<4> P0_6<2> vdd / nand2
XI7 a<1> c<6> P0_7<1> vdd / nand2
XI6 a<1> c<5> P0_6<1> vdd / nand2
XI5 a<1> c<4> P0_5<1> vdd / nand2
XI2 a<0> c<6> P0_6<0> vdd / nand2
XI1 a<0> c<5> P0_5<0> vdd / nand2
XI0 a<0> c<4> P0_4<0> vdd / nand2
XI1179 P0_4<0> P0_4<3> P1_4<1> P0_4<1> P0_4<4> P1_4<2> P0_4<2> P1_4<0> P1_4<3> + C0_4_5b<0> C0_4_5b<1> C0_4_5b<2> S0_4b<0> S0_4b<1> S0_4b<2> vdd / FA_pt_3
XI1185 P0_10<0> P0_10<3> P1_10<1> P0_10<1> P0_10<4> P1_10<2> P0_10<2> P1_10<0> + P1_10<3> C0_10_11b<0> C0_10_11b<1> C0_10_11b<2> S0_10b<0> S0_10b<1> + S0_10b<2> vdd / FA_pt_3
XI1197 S0_7b<0> S0_7b<2> S0_7b<4> S0_7b<3> C0_6_7b<1> P1_7<7> + C0_6_7b<0> C0_6_7b<2> C1_7_8b<0> C1_7_8b<1> C1_7_8b<2> S1_7b<0> S1_7b<1> + S1_7b<2> vdd / FA_pt_3
XI1196 S0_6b<0> S0_6b<2> C0_5_6b<0> S0_6b<1> S0_6b<3> C0_5_6b<1> P1_6<5> + P1_6<6> C0_5_6b<2> C1_6_7b<0> C1_6_7b<1> C1_6_7b<2> S1_6b<0> S1_6b<1> + S1_6b<2> vdd / FA_pt_3
XI1198 S0_8b<0> S0_8b<2> C0_7_8b<0> S0_8b<1> S0_8b<3> C0_7_8b<1> P1_8<5> + P1_8<6> C0_7_8b<2> C1_8_9b<0> C1_8_9b<1> C1_8_9b<2> S1_8b<0> S1_8b<1> + S1_8b<2> vdd / FA_pt_3
XI1253 C4_7_8b S4_8b C5_8_9b S5_8b vdd / HA_pt
XI1252 C3_6_7b S4_7b C5_7_8b S5_7b vdd / HA_pt
XI1250 C4_4_5b S4_5b C5_5_6b Rb<5> vdd / HA_pt
XI1242 C3_3_4b S3_4b C4_4_5b Rb<4> vdd / HA_pt
XI1229 C2_2_3b S2_3b C3_3_4b Rb<3> vdd / HA_pt
XI210 C1_1_2b S1_2b C2_2_3b Rb<2> vdd / HA_pt
XI38 P0_0 P1_0 C0_0_1b Rb<0> vdd / HA_pt
XI257 S3_12b C3_11_12b C4_11_12b C5_12_13b S5_12b vdd / FA_pt
A. CMAC multiplier netlists

**Library Name:** CMACs
**Cell Name:** CMUL_8bit_Im
**View Name:** schematic

```plaintext
.SUBCKT CMUL_8bit_Im CK_in Resetb Y<0> Y<1> Y<2> Y<3> Y<4> Y<5> Y<6> Y<7> Y<8> + Y<9> Y<10> Y<11> Y<12> Y<13> Y<14> Y<15> Y<16> Yb<0> Yb<1> Yb<2> Yb<3> Yb<4> + Yb<5> Yb<6> Yb<7> Yb<8> Yb<9> Yb<10> Yb<11> Yb<12> Yb<13> Yb<14> Yb<15> + Yb<16> a<0> a<1> a<2> a<3> a<4> a<5> a<6> a<7> ab<0> ab<1> ab<2> ab<3> ab<4> + ab<5> ab<6> ab<7> b<0> b<1> b<2> b<3> b<4> b<5> b<6> b<7> bb<0> bb<1> bb<2> + bb<3> bb<4> bb<5> bb<6> bb<7> c<0> c<1> c<2> c<3> c<4> c<5> c<6> c<7> cb<0> + cb<1> cb<2> cb<3> cb<4> cb<5> cb<6> cb<7> d<0> d<1> d<2> d<3> d<4> d<5> d<6> + d<7> db<0> db<1> db<2> db<3> db<4> db<5> db<6> db<7> vdd

  * .PININFO a<7>:I ab<0>:I ab<1>:I ab<2>:I ab<3>:I ab<4>:I ab<5>:I ab<6>:I
  * .PININFO b<0>:I b<1>:I b<2>:I b<3>:I b<4>:I b<5>:I b<6>:I b<7>:I
  * .PININFO c<0>:I c<1>:I c<2>:I c<3>:I c<4>:I c<5>:I c<6>:I c<7>:I cc<0>:I
  * .PININFO d<1>:I d<2>:I d<3>:I d<4>:I d<5>:I d<6>:I d<7>:I db<0>:I db<1>:I
  * .PININFO f<0>:I f<1>:I f<2>:I f<3>:I f<4>:I f<5>:I f<6>:I f<7>:I f<8>:I f<9>:I f<10>:I

XI211 d<1> a<7> P1_8<0> vdd / nand2
XI219 d<0> a<7> P1_7<0> vdd / nand2
XI160 d<3> a<7> P1_10<0> vdd / nand2
XI203 d<2> a<7> P1_9<0> vdd / nand2
XI157 d<4> a<7> P1_11<0> vdd / nand2
XI154 d<5> a<7> P1_12<0> vdd / nand2
XI172 b<0> c<4> P0_4<0> vdd / nand2
XI171 b<0> c<1> P0_1<0> vdd / nand2
XI170 b<0> c<2> P0_2<0> vdd / nand2
XI169 b<0> c<3> P0_3<0> vdd / nand2
XI168 b<0> c<0> P0_0<0> vdd / nand2
XI167 b<1> c<3> P0_4<1> vdd / nand2
XI166 b<1> c<2> P0_2<1> vdd / nand2
XI165 b<1> c<1> P0_3<1> vdd / nand2
XI164 b<1> c<0> P0_1<1> vdd / nand2
XI163 b<2> c<1> P0_3<2> vdd / nand2
XI162 b<2> c<0> P0_2<2> vdd / nand2
XI161 b<2> c<2> P0_4<2> vdd / nand2
XI159 b<3> c<1> P0_4<3> vdd / nand2
XI158 b<3> c<0> P0_3<3> vdd / nand2
XI155 b<4> c<0> P0_4<4> vdd / nand2
XI119 d<7> a<1> P1_8<6> vdd / nand2
XI121 d<7> a<4> P1_11<3> vdd / nand2
XI117 d<7> a<0> P1_7<7> vdd / nand2
XI120 d<7> a<3> P1_10<4> vdd / nand2
XI116 b<0> c<5> P0_5<0> vdd / nand2
XI115 b<0> c<6> P0_6<0> vdd / nand2
XI114 b<1> c<4> P0_5<1> vdd / nand2
XI112 b<1> c<5> P0_6<1> vdd / nand2
XI111 b<1> c<6> P0_7<1> vdd / nand2
XI110 b<2> c<3> P0_5<2> vdd / nand2
XI138 b<2> c<4> P0_6<2> vdd / nand2
XI137 b<2> c<5> P0_7<2> vdd / nand2
XI136 b<2> c<6> P0_8<1> vdd / nand2
XI134 b<3> c<3> P0_6<3> vdd / nand2
```
A. CMAC multiplier netlists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Netlist</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XI133</td>
<td>b&lt;3&gt; c&lt;2&gt; P0_5&lt;3&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI132</td>
<td>b&lt;3&gt; c&lt;4&gt; P0_7&lt;3&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI131</td>
<td>b&lt;3&gt; c&lt;5&gt; P0_8&lt;2&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI130</td>
<td>b&lt;3&gt; c&lt;6&gt; P0_9&lt;1&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI128</td>
<td>b&lt;4&gt; c&lt;5&gt; P0_9&lt;2&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI127</td>
<td>b&lt;4&gt; c&lt;6&gt; P0_8&lt;3&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI126</td>
<td>b&lt;4&gt; c&lt;2&gt; P0_6&lt;4&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI125</td>
<td>b&lt;4&gt; c&lt;3&gt; P0_7&lt;4&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI124</td>
<td>b&lt;4&gt; c&lt;5&gt; P0_5&lt;3&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI123</td>
<td>b&lt;4&gt; c&lt;6&gt; P0_10&lt;1&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI95</td>
<td>b&lt;5&gt; c&lt;3&gt; P0_8&lt;4&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI96</td>
<td>b&lt;5&gt; c&lt;1&gt; P0_6&lt;5&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI97</td>
<td>b&lt;5&gt; c&lt;0&gt; P0_5&lt;5&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI98</td>
<td>b&lt;5&gt; c&lt;2&gt; P0_7&lt;5&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI99</td>
<td>b&lt;5&gt; c&lt;4&gt; P0_9&lt;3&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI100</td>
<td>b&lt;5&gt; c&lt;5&gt; P0_10&lt;2&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI101</td>
<td>b&lt;5&gt; c&lt;6&gt; P0_11&lt;1&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI103</td>
<td>b&lt;6&gt; c&lt;5&gt; P0_10&lt;3&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI104</td>
<td>b&lt;6&gt; c&lt;6&gt; P0_11&lt;2&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI105</td>
<td>b&lt;6&gt; c&lt;4&gt; P0_9&lt;4&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI106</td>
<td>b&lt;6&gt; c&lt;2&gt; P0_8&lt;5&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI107</td>
<td>b&lt;6&gt; c&lt;0&gt; P0_7&lt;5&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI108</td>
<td>b&lt;6&gt; c&lt;3&gt; P0_9&lt;4&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI109</td>
<td>b&lt;6&gt; c&lt;1&gt; P0_6&lt;6&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI122</td>
<td>d&lt;7&gt; a&lt;5&gt; P1_12&lt;2&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI151</td>
<td>d&lt;6&gt; a&lt;7&gt; P1_13&lt;0&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI118</td>
<td>d&lt;7&gt; a&lt;2&gt; P1_9&lt;5&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI116</td>
<td>d&lt;7&gt; a&lt;6&gt; P1_13&lt;1&gt; vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI191</td>
<td>b&lt;7&gt; c&lt;7&gt; P0_14 vdd / nand2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MN1 LL net0110 gnd! gnd! nfet m=1 w=180n l=30n nf=1.0 pccrit=1 as=18f ad=18f
+ ps=560n pd=560n ai=115n sd=100n ptwell=0 ngcon=1 p-la=0
+ XI226 P0_9<0> P0_9<3> P1_9<0> P1_9<3> P0_9<1> P0_9<4> P1_9<1> P1_9<4> P0_9<2> + P0_9<5> P1_9<2> P1_9<5> C0_9<10b<0> C0_9<10b<1> C0_9<10b<2> C0_9<10b<3> + + S0_9b<0> S0_9b<1> S0_9b<2> S0_9b<3> vdd / FA_pt_4
+ XI300 P0_6<0> P0_6<3> P0_6<6> P1_6<2> P0_6<1> P0_6<4> P1_6<0> P1_6<3> P0_6<2> + P0_6<5> P1_6<1> P1_6<4> C0_6<7b<0> C0_6<7b<1> C0_6<7b<2> C0_6<7b<3> + + S0_6b<0> S0_6b<1> S0_6b<2> S0_6b<3> vdd / FA_pt_4
+ XI229 P0_5<0> P0_5<3> P1_5<0> P1_5<3> P0_5<1> P0_5<4> P1_5<1> P1_5<4> P0_5<2> + P0_5<5> P1_5<2> P1_5<5> C0_5<6b<0> C0_5<6b<1> C0_5<6b<2> C0_5<6b<3> + + S0_5b<0> S0_5b<1> S0_5b<2> S0_5b<3> vdd / FA_pt_4
+ XI223 P0_8<0> P0_8<3> P0_8<6> P1_8<2> P0_8<1> P0_8<4> P1_8<0> P1_8<3> P0_8<2> + + P0_8<5> P1_8<1> P1_8<4> C0_8<9b<0> C0_8<9b<1> C0_8<9b<2> C0_8<9b<3> + + S0_8b<0> S0_8b<1> S0_8b<2> S0_8b<3> vdd / FA_pt_4
+ XI317 C3_5<6b S3_6b C4_6<7b S4_6b vdd / HA_pt
+ XI315 C3_2<3b S3_3b C4_3<4b Rb<3> vdd / HA_pt
+ XI314 C2_6<7b<1> C1_6<7b<2> C3_7<8b<1> S3_7b<1> vdd / HA_pt
+ XI288 C3_7<8b<1> S4_8b C5_8<9b S5_8b vdd / HA_pt
+ XI312 C2_1<2b S2_2b C3_2<3b Rb<2> vdd / HA_pt
+ XI310 P1_1<1> S1_1b C2_1<2b Rb<1> vdd / HA_pt
+ XI307 C0_4<5b<2> S0_5b<3> C1_5<6b<2> S1_5b<2> vdd / HA_pt
+ XI292 S3_12b C3_11<12b C4_11<12b C5_11<13b S5_12b vdd / FA_pt
+ XI291 S4_11b C3_10<11b C4_10<11b C5_11<12b S5_11b vdd / FA_pt
+ XI290 S4_10b C3_9<10b C4_9<10b C5_10<11b S5_10b vdd / FA_pt
+ XI289 S4_9b C3_8<9b<1> C4_8<9b C5_9<10b S5_9b vdd / FA_pt
+ XI284 S2_13b C2_12<13b C3_12<13b C4_13<14b S4_13b vdd / FA_pt
+ XI283 S3_11b C2_10<11b<0> C2_10<11b<1> C4_11<12b S4_11b vdd / FA_pt
+ XI282 S3_10b C2_9<10b<0> C2_9<10b<1> C4_10<11b S4_10b vdd / FA_pt
+ XI281 S3_9b C2_8<9b<0> C2_8<9b<1> C3_8<9b<0> C4_9<10b S4_9b vdd / FA_pt
+ XI280 S3_8b<0> S3_8b<1> C3_7<8b<0> C4_8<9b S4_8b vdd / FA_pt
+ XI279 S3_7b<0> S3_7b<1> C3_6<7b C4_7<8b S4_7b vdd / FA_pt
+ XI278 S3_5b C2_4<5b C3_4<5b C4_5<6b S4_5b vdd / FA_pt
+ XI316 S3_4b C2_3<4b C3_3<4b C4_4<5b S4_4b vdd / FA_pt
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### A. CMAC multiplier netlists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Netlist ID</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XI276</td>
<td>C1_7_8b&lt;2&gt; C1_7_8b&lt;3&gt; C2_7_8b&lt;1&gt; C3_8_9b&lt;1&gt; S3_8b&lt;1&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI275</td>
<td>S1_14b C1_13_14b C2_13_14b C3_14_15b S3_14b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI274</td>
<td>S2_12b C1_11_12b&lt;1&gt; C2_11_12b C3_12_13b S3_12b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI273</td>
<td>S2_11b C1_10_11b&lt;0&gt; C1_10_11b&lt;1&gt; C3_11_12b S3_11b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI261</td>
<td>S1_7b&lt;2&gt; S1_7b&lt;3&gt; C1_6_7b&lt;1&gt; C2_7_8b&lt;1&gt; S2_7b&lt;1&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI311</td>
<td>S0_2b&lt;1&gt; S1_2b C1_1_2b C2_2_3b S2_2b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI272</td>
<td>S2_10b&lt;0&gt; S2_10b&lt;1&gt; C1_9_10b&lt;2&gt; C3_10_11b S3_10b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI264</td>
<td>S1_9_10b&lt;0&gt; S1_9_10b&lt;1&gt; C0_9_10b&lt;3&gt; C2_10_11b&lt;1&gt; S2_10b&lt;1&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI263</td>
<td>S1_9b&lt;2&gt; S1_9b&lt;3&gt; C1_8_9b&lt;1&gt; C2_9_10b&lt;0&gt; S2_9b&lt;1&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI262</td>
<td>S1_8b&lt;2&gt; C1_7_8b&lt;1&gt; C1_7_8b&lt;2&gt; C2_8_9b&lt;1&gt; S2_8b&lt;1&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI270</td>
<td>S2_8b&lt;0&gt; S2_8b&lt;1&gt; C2_7_8b&lt;0&gt; C3_8_9b&lt;0&gt; S3_8b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI260</td>
<td>S1_6b&lt;2&gt; C1_5_6b&lt;0&gt; C1_5_6b&lt;1&gt; C2_6_7b&lt;0&gt; S2_6b&lt;1&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI259</td>
<td>S1_13b C1_12_13b C0_12_13b&lt;1&gt; C2_13_14b S2_13b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI258</td>
<td>S1_12b C1_11_12b&lt;0&gt; C0_11_12b&lt;1&gt; C2_12_13b S2_12b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI257</td>
<td>S1_11b&lt;0&gt; S1_11b&lt;1&gt; C0_10_11b&lt;2&gt; C2_11_12b&lt;0&gt; S2_11b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI248</td>
<td>S0_3b&lt;2&gt; S1_3b C0_2_3b&lt;1&gt; C2_3_4b S2_3b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI246</td>
<td>C0_10_11b&lt;0&gt; C0_10_11b&lt;1&gt; P1_11&lt;3&gt; C1_11_12b&lt;1&gt; S1_11b&lt;1&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI245</td>
<td>S0_10b&lt;2&gt; C0_9_10b&lt;0&gt; C0_9_10b&lt;1&gt; C1_10_11b&lt;1&gt; S1_10b&lt;1&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI238</td>
<td>C0_14_15b P0_14 P1_14 C1_14_15b S1_14b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI237</td>
<td>S0_13_14b C0_13_14b P1_13&lt;1&gt; C1_13_14b S1_13b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI236</td>
<td>S0_12b&lt;0&gt; S0_12b&lt;1&gt; C0_12_13b&lt;0&gt; C1_12_13b S1_12b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI235</td>
<td>S0_11b&lt;0&gt; S0_11b&lt;1&gt; P1_11&lt;2&gt; C1_11_12b&lt;0&gt; S1_11b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI234</td>
<td>S0_10b&lt;0&gt; S0_10b&lt;1&gt; P1_10&lt;4&gt; C1_10_11b&lt;0&gt; S1_10b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI233</td>
<td>S0_5b&lt;0&gt; S0_5b&lt;1&gt; C0_4_5b&lt;0&gt; C1_5_6b&lt;0&gt; S1_5b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI242</td>
<td>P0_3&lt;0&gt; P0_3&lt;1&gt; P0_3&lt;2&gt; C0_3_4b&lt;0&gt; S0_3b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI240</td>
<td>P0_2&lt;0&gt; P0_2&lt;1&gt; P0_2&lt;2&gt; C0_2_3b&lt;0&gt; S0_2b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI239</td>
<td>P0_1&lt;0&gt; P0_1&lt;1&gt; P1_1&lt;0&gt; C0_1_2b S0_1b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI222</td>
<td>P0_12&lt;0&gt; P0_12&lt;1&gt; P0_12&lt;2&gt; C0_12_13b&lt;0&gt; S0_12b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI221</td>
<td>P0_11&lt;0&gt; P0_11&lt;1&gt; P0_11&lt;2&gt; C0_11_12b&lt;0&gt; S0_11b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI220</td>
<td>P0_10&lt;0&gt; P0_10&lt;1&gt; P0_10&lt;2&gt; C0_10_11b&lt;0&gt; S0_10b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI219</td>
<td>P0_9&lt;0&gt; P0_9&lt;1&gt; P0_9&lt;2&gt; C0_9_10b&lt;0&gt; S0_9b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI218</td>
<td>P0_8&lt;0&gt; P0_8&lt;1&gt; P0_8&lt;2&gt; C0_8_9b&lt;0&gt; S0_8b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI217</td>
<td>P0_7&lt;0&gt; P0_7&lt;1&gt; P0_7&lt;2&gt; C0_7_8b&lt;0&gt; S0_7b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI216</td>
<td>P0_6&lt;0&gt; P0_6&lt;1&gt; P0_6&lt;2&gt; C0_6_7b&lt;0&gt; S0_6b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI215</td>
<td>P0_5&lt;0&gt; P0_5&lt;1&gt; P0_5&lt;2&gt; C0_5_6b&lt;0&gt; S0_5b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI214</td>
<td>P0_4&lt;0&gt; P0_4&lt;1&gt; P0_4&lt;2&gt; C0_4_5b&lt;0&gt; S0_4b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI213</td>
<td>P0_3&lt;0&gt; P0_3&lt;1&gt; P0_3&lt;2&gt; C0_3_4b&lt;0&gt; S0_3b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI212</td>
<td>P0_2&lt;0&gt; P0_2&lt;1&gt; P0_2&lt;2&gt; C0_2_3b&lt;0&gt; S0_2b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI211</td>
<td>P0_1&lt;0&gt; P0_1&lt;1&gt; P0_1&lt;2&gt; C0_1_2b S0_1b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI210</td>
<td>P1_10&lt;0&gt; P1_10&lt;1&gt; P1_10&lt;2&gt; C0_10_11b&lt;0&gt; S0_10b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI209</td>
<td>P1_9&lt;0&gt; P1_9&lt;1&gt; P1_9&lt;2&gt; C0_9_10b&lt;0&gt; S0_9b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI208</td>
<td>P1_8&lt;0&gt; P1_8&lt;1&gt; P1_8&lt;2&gt; C0_8_9b&lt;0&gt; S0_8b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI207</td>
<td>P1_7&lt;0&gt; P1_7&lt;1&gt; P1_7&lt;2&gt; C0_7_8b&lt;0&gt; S0_7b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI206</td>
<td>P1_6&lt;0&gt; P1_6&lt;1&gt; P1_6&lt;2&gt; C0_6_7b&lt;0&gt; S0_6b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI205</td>
<td>P1_5&lt;0&gt; P1_5&lt;1&gt; P1_5&lt;2&gt; C0_5_6b&lt;0&gt; S0_5b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI204</td>
<td>P1_4&lt;0&gt; P1_4&lt;1&gt; P1_4&lt;2&gt; C0_4_5b&lt;0&gt; S0_4b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI203</td>
<td>P1_3&lt;0&gt; P1_3&lt;1&gt; P1_3&lt;2&gt; C0_3_4b&lt;0&gt; S0_3b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI202</td>
<td>P1_2&lt;0&gt; P1_2&lt;1&gt; P1_2&lt;2&gt; C0_2_3b&lt;0&gt; S0_2b&lt;0&gt; vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI201</td>
<td>P1_1&lt;0&gt; P1_1&lt;1&gt; P1_1&lt;2&gt; C0_1_2b S0_1b vdd / FA_pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI190</td>
<td>db&lt;3&gt; ab&lt;4&gt; P1_7&lt;3&gt; vdd / nor2_alt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI189</td>
<td>db&lt;0&gt; ab&lt;0&gt; P1_0&lt;0&gt; vdd / nor2_alt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI188</td>
<td>db&lt;3&gt; ab&lt;3&gt; P1_3&lt;3&gt; vdd / nor2_alt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI187</td>
<td>db&lt;0&gt; ab&lt;0&gt; P1_0&lt;0&gt; vdd / nor2_alt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplier</td>
<td>DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI204</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI177</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI156</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI208</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI213</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI207</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI197</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI152</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI185</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI199</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI205</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI209</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI191</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI186</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI196</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI210</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI190</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI179</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI153</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI184</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI200</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI192</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI178</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI187</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI188</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI189</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI175</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI176</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI149</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI173</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI115</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI148</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI150</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI147</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI144</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI140</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI135</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI129</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI114</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI102</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI181</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI182</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI194</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI174</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI194</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI193</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI110</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI111</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI112</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI113</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI192</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI1241</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI224</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI228</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI309</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100
A. CMAC multiplier netlists

XI240 S0_6b<0> S0_6b<2> S0_6b<4> S0_6b<1> S0_6b<3> C0_5_6b<2> C0_5_6b<0>
+ C0_5_6b<1> C0_5_6b<3> C1_6_7b<0> C1_6_7b<1> C1_6_7b<2> S1_6b<0> S1_6b<1>
+ S1_6b<2> vdd / FA_pt_3
XI239 S0_8b<0> S0_8b<2> S0_8b<4> S0_8b<1> S0_8b<3> C0_7_8b<2> C0_7_8b<0>
+ C0_7_8b<1> C0_7_8b<3> C1_8_9b<0> C1_8_9b<1> C1_8_9b<2> S1_8b<0> S1_8b<1>
+ S1_8b<2> vdd / FA_pt_3
XI227 P0_7<0> P0_7<3> P0_7<6> P1_7<1> P1_7<4> P0_7<1> P0_7<4> P0_7<7> P1_7<2>
+ P1_7<5> P0_7<5> P1_7<0> P1_7<3> P1_7<6> C0_7_8b<0> C0_7_8b<1>
+ C0_7_8b<2> C0_7_8b<3> C0_7_8b<4> S0_7b<0> S0_7b<1> S0_7b<2> S0_7b<3>
+ S0_7b<4> vdd / FA_pt_5
XI308 C0_6_7b<3> C0_6_7b<4> C0_6_7b<4> S1_7b<3> S1_7b<3> vdd / HA_add_1_pt
XI302 P1_8<5> P1_8<6> C0_8_9b<4> S0_8b<4> vdd / HA_add_1_pt
XI301 P1_6<5> P1_6<6> C0_6_7b<4> S0_6b<4> vdd / HA_add_1_pt
XI298 P1_3<2> P1_3<3> C0_3_4b<2> S0_3b<2> vdd / HA_add_1_pt
XI297 P0_0 P1_0 C0_0_1b Rb<0> vdd / HA_add_1_pt
XI306 C0_4_5b<1> S0_5b<2> C1_5_6b<1> S1_5b<1> vdd / HA_add_1_pt
XI303 C0_0_1b S0_1b C1_1_2b S1_1b vdd / HA_add_1_pt
XI304 C0_1_2b S0_2b<0> C1_2_3b S1_2b vdd / HA_add_1_pt
XI305 C0_3_4b<0> S0_4b<2> C1_4_5b<1> S1_4b<1> vdd / HA_add_1_pt
MP3 net0110 net0110 vdd vdd pfet m=269n l=30n nf=1.0 pccrit=1 as=26.9f
+ ad=26.9f ps=738n pd=738n sa=115n sb=115n sd=100n ptwell=0 ngcon=1 p_la=0
 XI319 C4_7_8b C5_8_9b C5_9_10b C5_10_11b S5_8b S5_9b S5_10b S5_11b CR_7_8
+ CR_11_12 R<0> R<0> R<0> R<1> R<11> vdd / CLA4
XI318 C4_3_4b C4_4_5b C4_5_6b C4_6_7b S4_4b S4_5b S4_6b S4_7b LL CR_7_8 R<4>
+ R<5> R<6> R<7> vdd / CLA4
XI320 C5_11_12b C5_12_13b C4_13_14b C3_14_15b S5_12b S4_13b S3_14b C1_14_15b
+ CR_11_12 Rb<16> R<12> R<13> R<14> R<15> vdd / CLA4
XI295 CK_in Rb<0> Rb<1> Rb<2> Rb<3> R<4> R<5> R<6> R<7> R<8> R<9> R<10> R<11>
+ R<12> R<13> R<14> R<15> Rb<16> Yb<0> Yb<1> Yb<2> Yb<3> Y<4> Y<5> Y<6> Y<7>
+ Y<8> Y<9> Y<10> Y<11> Y<12> Y<13> Y<14> Y<15> Yb<16> Yb<0> Yb<1> Yb<2> Yb<3>
+ Yb<4> Yb<5> Yb<6> Yb<7> Yb<8> Yb<9> Yb<10> Yb<11> Yb<12> Yb<13> Yb<14>
+ Yb<15> Y<16> Resetb vdd / DETFF_Im_17_CMAC
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